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• 1 ften, the closest I get to Hobie Cat racing is all the running around I do in
• • the mad dash to get this magazine out to you every two months. Usually,
• • I console myselfwiththethoughtthat, insomeways, publishing HOTLINE
• • is comparable to racing in a regatta: I start off each issue eager to get
I I going and anxious about the outcome; I get winded, but find renewed
9.1 strength; I overcome frustration and fatigue, and achieve an ultimate
feeling of exhilaration and contentment; but when I cross my personal finish line
as the magazine goes to print, I can't wait to get started all over again.
Butthen, I ask myself, who am I kidding? Here I am cooped up in an office (with
no windows so I don't even know what the weather's like), tearing my hair out
(which explains why you never see a photo of me in this spot; I'm bald! ... just
joking). There you are, out on the water, minute after riveting minute.
Duringlast fall's Hobie 16 National Championshipherein Coronado (justahop,
skip and a wave away from Hobie Cat Company in Oceanside), I had the
opportunity and extreme pleasure to spend some time as a (mostly behind-thescenes) spectator. And let me tell you, those were some scenes! Ever-bustling
and busy, but Overyone friendly, enthusiastic, committed. You name it, these
people displayed it! They were a bunch of hard-working folks ... who seemed
(most of the time) to enjoy it immensely!
From my past experience of involvement with national and world championships, I can appreciate the amount of blood, sweat and yes, tears, poured into an
event such as this. The members of host Fleet 4 not only made it happen ... they
made it successful.
I'm not praising only Fleet 4 here; attending this series gave me a new-found
respect for all groups hosting each and every Hobie event. It's a huge, allconsuming responsibility. It's notjust "aminute here; a minute there" kind of effort,
but a 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week commitment. It's total dedication to a
goal, and requiresthe dedicationand energyof all keyplannersof aneventaswell
as the love, patience and understanding of those individuals' entire families. Just
ask the children of Scott and Mary Jo Dixon. Mary Jo confided that as the event
neared, theirkidswerefedupwiththeentiredinnerconversationeachnightbeing
devoted exclusively to Women's World and 16 National business.
So, to every one of you outthere in Hobieland who volunteer to give up your life
for a time to produce an event, we all thank you from the bottom of our Hobie
hearts. And to all of you who participate in a regatta, as you're packing up on
Sunday and looking around to make sure you haven't forgotten anything, don't
forget the most important thing of all: a sailboat full of appreciation for the people
who made your enjoyment possible.

HOBIEHOTLINE
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ARIZONA
Windsor Boats
Lake Havasu City(602)855-3101
Sailboat Shop Inc.
Tempe
(602)894-5494
Ship's Store
Tucson
(602)7954857
CALIFORNIA
Sailboats of Bakersfield
Bakersfield
(805)322-9178
Seabird Sailing
Berkeley
(510)548-3730
Pine Knot Landing
Big Bear Lake (714)86&2628
Action Water Sports
Costa Mesa
(714)645-2062
Hoble Sports Center
Dana Point
(714)496-1251
Sail Away
Eureka
(707)443-0125
Sailing Center
Ffiant
(209)822-2666
Action Sailing Center
Marina Del Rey (213)827-2233
The Sail Shop
Redding
(916)221-7197
inland Sailing Co.
Sacramento
(916)454-3966
Wind and Sea Sports
San Diego
(619)276-1244
O'Neill Yacht Sales
Santa Cruz
(408)476-5202
Wind Toys
Santa Rosa
(707)542-7245
COLORADO
Rocky Mountain Marine
Denver
(303)399-2824
CONNECTICUT
Candlewood East Sailing Ctr
Brookfield
(203)775-2253
DELAWARE
Spirit Marine
Milford
(302)422-7835
FLORIDA
Performance Sail & Sport
Cape Canaveral (407)868-0096
Playground Salls
R. Walton Beach (904)244-2722
P & J Marina
Gainesville
(904)468-2080
Caribbean Watersports
Key Largo
(305)451-3113
Tropical Sallboats
Key West
(305)294-2696

Nautical Ventures South
Miami
(305)255-3292
Sailing Store
Orlando
(407)291-2345
Key Sailing
Pensacola Beach(904)934-3465
Gulf Breeze
(904)932-5520
Tackle Shack
Pineltas Park (813)546-5080
Ultimate Sail
Pompano Beach (305)946-2080
G and R Sailboats
South Naples (813)793-2012
The Cycle Shop
Tallahassee
(904)576-6326
GEORGIA
Weathermark Inc
Buford
(404)945-0788
Ocean Motion Surf Co.
St. Simons Island (912)638-5225
HAWAil
Froome's Sailing Co.
Kailua
(808)261-2961
IDAHO
Rostock Boise Marine
Center
Boise
(208)342-8985
• LLINOIS
Cailyle Sail and Surf
Breese
(618)52&4770
Sailing World Inc
Fox Lake
(708)587-2916
INDIANA
King Marine
Indianapolis (317)872-7845
Doyne's Marine Service
Pogage
(219)762-7622
Wawasee Boat Co.
Syracuse
(219)457-4404
Sailboats, Inc.
Westfield
(317)896-2686
IOWA
Jim's Sailing Center
Des Moines
(515)2554307
KANSAS
Action Marine Inc.
Andover
(316)733-0589
C & H Sailcraft
Chanute
(316)431-6056
LOUISIANA
The Backpacker
Baton Rouge (504)925-2667

.................................................
Sports Creel
Sailboats South
PUERTO RICO
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Spokane
(509)924-2330
New Orleans (504)288-7245
Beach Cats
New Hampshire Hobie Cat
Santurce
(809)727-0883
Seabrook
(603)474-3661
WISCONSIN
MAINE
S B R of Door County inc.
Sehago Hobie
NEW JERSEY
RHODE ISLAND
Fish Creek
(414)868-3745
North Windham (207)892-4009
Cranford Boat and Canoe
Megrews Boats
Spitzer, Inc.
Chariestown (401)322-1150
Cranford
(908)272-6991
Middleton
(608)831-7744
MARYLAND
Dosil's Sport Center
Aquarius Sail of Wisconsin
Backyard Boats
SOUTH CAROLINA
N. Middletown (908)787-0508
Pewaukee
(414)691-3794
Annapolis
001)263-2900
South Shore Marina
Timeout's Sailing Center
Hewitt
(201)728-1681
Charleston
(803)577-5979
MASSACHUSETTS
MEK Company
The Sailing & Ski
INTERNATIONAL
Cape Water Sports
Connection
Lake Hopatcong (201)663-2100
AUSTRALIA
Harwlchport (508)432-7079
Myrtle Beach (803)626-7245
Bayview Marina
Coast Catamaran Australia
Ensign Marine Specialties
Somers Point (609)926-1700
Erina
61.43.891085
Mattapoisett (508)758-3636
TENNESSEE
NEW YORK
Rooke Sails
BARBADOS
MICHIGAN
Memphis
(901)744-8500
Obersheimer Sails
Willies Watersports Ltd.
Wolf's Marine, Inc.
Buffalo
(716)877-8221
St. James
(809)422-1834
Benton Harbor (616)926-1068
TEXAS
Bettpat Marine
Sail Place
East Patchogue (516)28&8368
Sailboat Shop
CANADA
Cedar Springs (616)696-0250
Austin
(512)454-7171
Boat Works
Yachts, Ltd.
Chinook Winds Watersports
Houston
(713)645-5010
North Syracuse (315)458-8523
".c.
Mt. Clemens (313)4634234
San
Antonio
(512)657-2222
Sailaway International Inc
Calgary, Alb (403)244-7666
Midwest Aquatics Group
Mastercraft of Corpus
Riverhead,The Hamptons
National Sailboat Hardware
Pinckney
(313)426-4155
ChristI
(516)727-4600
Corpus Christi (512)992-4459
Kelowna, B.C. (604)764-8280
Torch River Bridge Sailhoat
Electra Sport
Shop
Mariner Sails
Fogh Marine Ltd.
Schenectady (518)393-9363
Rapid City
(616)322-6180
Dallas
(214)241-1498
Toronto, Ont. (416)251-0384
Gull Harbor Marine
Sextant
Marine, Inc.
Sanford Part Sales
NORTH CAROLINA
Richland
(616)629-4507
Odessa
(915)363-0014
St. Luc. Que. (514)359-0859
Skyland Saitcraft
Abbotts' Trail & Sail
Northern Sail Works
Arden
(704)684-2296
Shelby
(616)861-4992
UTAH
Winnipeg, Man. (204)957-0770
Ships Store
Milo Sport Windsurfing
Wilmington
(919)256-4445
MINNESOTA
FRANCE
Salt Lake City (801)487-8600
NC. SC, VA call 1-800-292-9283
Duluth Marine Ltd.
Hoble Cat Europe SA
Duluth
(218)525-2176
VERMONT
Touton
33.94.08.11.88
OHIO
Hi Tempo Ski and Sall
Chiott Marine
Strictly Sail, 'Ic.
ISRAEL
White Bear Lake (612)429-3333
Burlington
(802)862-8383
Cincinnati
(513)984-1907
G.E.T.S., Ltd.
Sailing, Inc.
MISSOURI
VIRGIN ISLANDS
Tel Aviv
(03)25-74-76
Cleveland
(216)361-7245
St. Louis Sailing Center
Sailboat Supply Co.
Bridgeton
(314)298-0411
JAPAN
One Design Yachts
Christiansted, SL Croix
Westerville
(614)882-5955
(809)773-3666
Sailing the Wind
Cat Park
Springtield
(417)865-4230
Tokyo
(81)3-440-6770
VIRGINIA
OKLAHOMA
MONTANA
MEXICO
Tulsa Sailcraft
Backyard Boats
Alexandria
(703)548-1375
Tulsa
(918)663-2881
Quiet World
Veleros S.A. De C.V.
Kalispell
(406)755-7245
Trail 'N Sail
Mexico D.F.
(905)540-3047
PENNSYLVANIA
Richmond
(804)262-7931
NEBRASKA
Trafton Marine
NEW ZEALAND
Sports Chalet, inc.
Virginia Beach (804)460-2238
Allentown
(215)395-0606
Performance Power & Sail
Performance Sailcraft NZ
Omaha
(402)331-0776
Wind & Water Boat Works
Takapurna
596.925
WASHINGTON
Buter
(412)586-2030
NEVADA
Reimanns Marine Service
Sports & Sail
• nc.
Kennewick
(509)943-9531
W.I.T.W. Boat Works
Conneaut Lake (814)382-2485
Boulder City (702)376-4485
Hobie Cats NW
Kirkland
(206)827-8080
Clews and Strawbridge
Frazer
(215)644-3529
Seattle
(206)282-8112

...........................................
Caribbean Watersports
c/o Sheraton Key Largo Resort
Mile Marker 97 Overseas Hwy.
P.O. Box 781
Key Largo, FL 33037
(305)852-4707
(305)451-4095'FAX
Complete watersports center.
Parasail, Waverunners and the
full line of new Hobies to sail,
Hobie 14-21. Dive, tour and fish
at nearby Pennekamp State and
Everglades National Parks.
Carlyle Sail and Surf
P.O. Box 144
Breese, IL 62230
(618)526-4770
(618)594-2161
Hobie 16s, Hobie Ones and
sailboards. Rentals, lessons and
introductory rides.
HOBIEHOTLINE

Cape Water Sports/
Club Watersports
337 Main Street
Harwich Port, MA 02646
(617)432-7079
Hobie 16, Hoble One-14. Full line
of Alpha Sailboards. Lessons
available. Eight beach locations.
West Maui Sailing
School
2805 Highway 30
c/o Maui Kaanapali Villas
Lahaina, Maui, HI 96761
(808)667-5545
Hobie 16, Alpha 160 and 230.
Rentals, lessons and rides.

Remal onepatops
The Cozumel
Experience at
San Francisco Beach
P.O. Box 394
Cozumel Q. Roo. Mexico 77600
(800)346-6116
(713)973-9300
(713)973-8585 FAX
Hobie 16s, scuba diving and
instruction, deep-sea fishing at
mainland and island. hotel and
airfare, the best of Cozumel at
the best price.

Key Sailing
500 Quietwater Beach Rd #14
Pensacola Beach, FL 32561
(904) 932-5520
Hobie, Hobie Ones, Alpha,
Waverunners, Jet Skis.
Instruction available.
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THE FIRST IS STILL THE BEST

Burt Sherriff
Carlsbad, CA

THEY'RE ALL #1
Last fall, I purchased a Hobie 14 Turbo.
My husband and I enjoyed sailing it so
much, we decided to look for a Hobie 16.
Afterwatchingnewspaperandtrademagazine ads for most of the summer, we 10cated a 16. It was in a city 40 miles to our
south and the price was right, so we purchased it.
We checked the sails, but didn't notice
the numbers. On Labor Day weekend we
took the 16 to the lake where we keep the
14. After we got both Hobies rigged and
ready to sail, we sat down for a cup of
coffee before we shoved off.
My husband and I were admiring the
boats anddiscussingtheirsimilaritieswhen
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In 19701 bought my first Hobie 14; 21
years and a few Hobie 14s later, I'm still
sailing my favorite sailboat, my 14-foot
Hobie. But, where did everyone go? I've
sailed against Hobie Sr., Hobie Jr., Jeff
Alter and Paula Alter. Even beat them a
race here and there! I've raced against Phil
Berman, Wayne Schafer, Randy Hatfield,
John Ross-Duggan, Richard Loufek, Jeff
Canepa, Gunter Hagen, Dave Boyle, John
Golden, Miles Wood and a lot more great
sailors and competitors. It's been fun.
Many good sailors have graduated from
the Hobie 14 and gone on to do great
things.
In 1988 I bought an Apple llc+, awonderful little computer; it is everything I need
in a computer. But the company now has
the Mac, and software for Apple Ils is
getting harder to find.
A lot of people at southern California
regattas probably know my OLD '63
Chevrolet pickup much better than they
know me. I love that old truck, BUT I now
drive a'91 Toyota pickup. Sometimes new
is great; fuel injection, disc brakes, fivespeed stick shift. WOW, it really goes! !
Love my old truck, love my new truck,
love my Apple 11, but 1'11 probably get an
Apple-Mac LC. It seems that time has
passed bymy Hobie 14, but it's mysailboat
and I love it. We ( my Hobie and I ) can go to
the beach in the middle of winter and be
rigged and sailing in 15 minutes. Wonderful feeling; best therapy in the world.
Will I sell my Hobie 14 and buy a 17?
Never-sometimes that old saying is true:
"You can't improve on perfection." The
Hobie 14 stays, whether I can find somebody to race against or not. ( Or maybe 1'11
get a Hobie 16??) Naw, not Burt Sherriff !
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A5/8-inch wood borer bit on a variable
speed reversible drill will turn the screw
unless itiscompletelyfrozentotherudder
casting. The point on the bit fits nicely in
the screw hole and the edge of the bit is a
perfect match for the screw slot. Slowly
turning the bit, either forward or backward, will move the screw on the rudder
casting threads.
Applying a liberal dose of WD-40 and
turning the screw every few weeks during
the sailing season will keep it from freezing on the rudder casting.

:

John L. Stegall
Savannah, GA
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we noticed the strangest thing. The Hobie
14 has sail #27901 and the Hobie 16 sail
#27902. Both Hobies have had more than
one previous owner and we thought the
odds of this happening were great. Arethe
sail numbers given to the boats in the order
they are made?
Ihave enclosed a picture of our Hobies.
Sailing is a great way to spend the weekend, and nothing sails like a Hobie Cat.
Patricia Holland
St. Paris, OH
Sorry, but sail numbers and hull numbers have no relationship to each other.
Although it seems as if some sort of Kismet
were involved, it is merely a happy coincidence. -Ed.

HINTS AND HURRAHS
I do not object to the article on soaring
in a recent issue. In my experience, many
sailors also are power and glider pilots,
sort of like the connection between sailing
and skiing.
In general, I approve of the change in
emphasis in the HOTLINE.
Finally, I use spent 9 mm parabellum
casing inside the trampoline rope sleeves
to keep the trampoline ends from pulling
out of the slots on my Hobie 16.
Alvin F. Jones
Roswell, NM

I have a tip to share for removing or
adjusting the delrin screw on the Hobie 16
rudder locking kit. This screw, which controls the tension on the rudder cam, is
difficult to reach and often becomes frozen
in the rudder casting.

Of course I love HOTLINE and always
have, as I've subscribed for over a decade and a half.
One thing I would like to see brought
back is achampion profile. HOTLINE has
done it from time to time and I think it is
really interesting to find out more about
whomwearegunningfor,whattheirbackground is, whatmajor events they'vewon,
andwhytheythinktheyaresuccessful, as
well as personal information about where
they live, what they do, their family, etc.
' Surfer Magazine" always profiles the
top 10 surfers intheworld; whilewedonot
have such a rating system, we should
profile our national and world champions
even if itmeans morework foryou tocome
up with something new to say about Jeff
Alter or Hobie Alter, Jr.
Remember, as the first rule in sailing
(told to me by family friend Rear Admiral
Quackenbush) advises, "Never spit to
windward."
By the way, a feature on a particular
size boat and a look at past champions
also would be nice.
Roger Jenkins
Huntington Beach, CA
Even though HOTLINE isn't the spit'n'
image of "Surfer Magazine," your suggestions are good and merit consideration. -Ed.

Send your letter, with your name, address and daytime phone number, to:
Letters, HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92051 or fax to (619) 7581841. Letters may be edited for space or

clarity requirements.1-
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21"x12" Tires
- 2-Ply Rated
* NEVER BEFORE HAS SOFT BEACH LAUNCHING BEEN SO EASY!• • 33>• 23 - Tubeless
Big-Foot comes with all the original @SIT '[f[BES features.
-*0** - Smooth Tread
CATAMARANS ROLL LIKE A BREEZE!
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Tough blue polyethylene wheels
No air required - color won't fade
Lightweight and durable components
- Same roller bearings as @&1T T[• INS
- Easy rolling on firm beaches.
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HOBIE 21 03LAIT T• IBLOPAC
Now with Big-Foot Slick Tires!

THESE NEW TIRES ARE TERRIFIC!
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- IT'S 50% EASIER TO ROLL
A HOBIE 21 IN SOFT SAND
WITH Blg-Foot SL1CKS.
YOU'LL BE AMAZED! 11

See your local Catamaran Dealer for FLORIDA SAILCRAFT Products or contact us:

FLORIDA SAILCRAFT, INC.
1601 N.E. 18th AVENUE
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33305

l.
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CALL FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER
WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD

1-(800 ) 292-9777 OR (305) 561-9777
6% FREIGHT - IN FLORIDA ADD 6% TAX
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HOBIE HO HO'S * 4 *
Want to win a great tramp storage bag,
complete with map pockets? Give this cartoon a caption. Send the form to Hobie Ho
Ho's, HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside,
CA 92051 or FAX it to (619) 758-1841.
In addition to being awarded a prize,
the winning entry will be published in an
upcoming issue of HOTLINE. Deadline for
entries: February 14, 1992.
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WHICH HOBIE IS THE

BUOYANT BEST?
During a lull in Fleet 322's long sailing
weekend on Lake Como, Switzerland last
summer, the "idle hands" and busy minds
got going on the hulls of a dilemma. According
to commodore Thomas
Muhlethaler, the question was: What is the
difference in buoyancy between the Hobie
21 and Hobie 18?
The answer was: Let's find out!
The test was practical, if a bit unorthodox. With both boats on a dead calm lake,
the temporarily unemployed sailors were
herded onto one hull of each boat, until the
gunnels were awash. The total weight of
each boat load, plus half the boat weight,
was 1900 pounds for the Hobie 21 and
1200 pounds for the Hobie 18. "To us, this
was a surprising result," reported
Muhlethaler, "as our load ratio was 1.58/1
and the length ratio 1.17/1; notwithstanding the difference in hull beam measurements. We wondered if this test was
relevant." What do you think?
When calm days finally succumbed to
strong northerlies, the fleetscientists sailed
both boats with a four-man crew, to determine the relative buoyancies of the leeward hulls. Theresultwasthe 21 appeared
unaffected, while the 18 was a lot happier
with a three-man crew.
Whatdoesallthisprove?We'renotsure
... perhaps only that too much leisure time
is a dangerous thing.

.--/-

Address:
Caption:

:*AILA
The mystery ( set forth in the July/
August 1991 HOTLINE, "Name Game
Corner: Who Are The April Fools?") unfolds. The boat is called Cat'n' EOS ( not
Cat'n' EDS). The name is a derivation of
Captain Eos, the cat flying out of the
Canon Eos camera. I own a camera
shop so was able to gain sponsorship
from Canon for my boat. The company
was pleased to see the same "Eos"
appear in race reports in the press.
Under RYA ( Royal Yachting Association ) Rules, we are not allowed to use the
Canon name.
Enclosedisanotherphoto, of"FulITilt!"
The reason for the name is fairly evident.
The Cat is owned by Alex OhIsson and
Sonny Coates, and the photograph was
taken during the recent Around-theIslands race. Not being shy when they

THE UN-FINNISHED
SUBSCRIPTION
Once upon a time (actually in November 1991 ) an avid Hobie Catter from Finland applied for a one-year subscription to
the HOTLINE. Unfortunately, we've been
unableto Finnishprocessingthesubscription as we cannot read some of the information. To our friend across the water:
please contact us by mail ( P.0. Box 1008,
Oceanside, CA 92051 ) or fax (619-7581841 ) so you can begin receiving your
magazine and this story can have a happy
ending.
8/JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
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Phone:

Name:
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sawthecamera, thesailorsforgotracing
for the moment to show off their name,
but they did finish a creditable third.
That's all for now. Best wishes.

ill

Barry Jenkins
St. Ouen, Jersey, C.I.
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Should you ever see the "Pink
Manacle" at either Division 10 or 7 regattas (or anywhere else, as we seem to
drive a lot), please feel free to come and
ask us for the story. My skipper, David
Popp, and I will be glad to give you the
inside line on our craziness. ( It's not as
kinky as you may think.)

f

Tami Sontag
Elk River, MN

t

"Name Game Comer" is a recurring feature of Wavelines. Keep those names and photos
coming to: Name Game, HOTLINE, P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA 92051 'RS•
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"PRO" DRYSUIT by Dry Fashion
Top of the line, front entry Drysuit
features upper body panels that stretch
NEOPRENE SAILING GLOVES
& breathe. Internal suspenders hold suit
By Murray & GuI. Available in half & full
in most comfortable position. Seat &
finger styles, neoprene gloves offer extra knees are reinforced. Latex seals are
warmth & protection. Reinforced Amara® watertight & replaceable. Color: Lt. blue
& red top, gray arms & legs.
suede palms are thin but durable.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
Sizes: XS - XXL. Made in Germany.
NEOPRENE
SAILING CAP*

"RELAX" NECK
KIT

stay warm !
Sizes S, M, L, XL.

able. Easy to
wear. Easy to "vent: Comfortable!
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NEOPRENE KNEE
PADS*
Protect your knees
and sailing apparel.
*Colors coordinate
with GuI.
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New for '92
LONG JOHN &
JACKET
From Murray & Gui.
Designed for sa iling
a catamaran! New
cut, new fit, new
features, new
benefits, new
colors will help to
keep you warm,
comfortable and
looking good for a
long time! Available soon! (Jan
'92).
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SEMI-DRY Sailing Suit
New from Murray! Semi-Dry is more
durable and less costly than a Drysuit.
Features Drysuit body with dry taped
seams. But, seals are durable neoprene
instead of latex. Result is a suit that ts
comfortable, easy to wear & ventilate.
However, if you capsize, it will leak!
Wear over pile underwear. Color: Blue.
Sizes: S, M, M/L, L, XI.. Made in USA.
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WIND TOP
By Murray. Wind & spray protection.
Hard-core, stylish & comfortable.
Colorful Cordura® nylon shell with
neoprene collar & wrist seals.
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HIGH-TOP SAILING SHOES by Mares
The soles offer extraordinary support
traction & comfort. Lightweight uppers
protect soft wet feet. Sizes 5-13. (Italy)
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DRYSUIT"DRY
SOCKS" KIT
Latex socks
replace ankle
gaskets. Warm,
dry & easy to

Sizes: S, M, L.
-) wear!
For your information. . .
BOOKS From Wind Publishing:
Welcome to A-Fleet by Jack Sammons
Book I: Boatspee#
Book 11: Tactics*
Performance Manualsby Phil Berman
H-16 Manual
H-18 Manual*
Cat Crewing from Start to Finish
Cat Sailing from Start to Finish
Cat Racing from Start to Finish
Hoble Cat Book by Jake Grubb
* Spiral bound, 1991 reprints

From The People You Trust

Your Hobie ® Dealer
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Deap John
BY JOHN HACKNEY
OLD PAINT
I've purchased an old Hobie 16
that structurally is in good condition, but looks terrible. The hulls are
the worst! I know you can compound the hulls, but I'm interested
in custom-color paint. Can you paint
over fiberglass?
Certain things are best left to professionals, and spray painting your boat is
one of them. Unless you have the equipment and experience to paint your own
Hobie, goto a pro. If you possess both, you
do not need advice, so have at it. For the
lay sailor, some suggestions on how to be
a better consumer and a little painting
information may be of help.
Before you do anything, contact your
local fleet; most likely a member already
has had his boat painted and can shed
some light on which shops are experienced. Your favorite Hobie Cat dealer just
maydothiskindofworkoratleastcanrefer
you to an area marine dealer or auto body •
shopthat paints fiberglass boats. It may
surprise you, but sometimes the best and
cheapestpaintjobscomefrombodyshops.
The proof is in the pudding. What does
that mean? Inspect recently painted cats
for the pick of the litter, find where the work
was done and have that shop paint your
boat. The time spent selecting the best
company to paint your boat at an affordable price will be time well spent.
As you probably have heard a thousand times before, preparation is as least
as important ( if not more) than the actual
painting itself. All cracks, gel coat crazing,
dings, dents and structural repairsmustbe
completed before any painting begins.
These imperfections will show through the
paint ... usually right after the paint warranty has run out. The best way to assure a
long-lasting, good-looking paint job is to
examine the boat for any imperfections
before it is spray painted; an activity the
paint shop may not appreciate.
Once the proper shop is picked and
preparatioh is complete, the next consideration is the type of paint to use on the
boat. Color is a matter of personal preference, but white is the easiest to match if
you have damage a few years down the
road and need a small repair.
Gel coat usually is not applied to your
Hobie; that was done when the boat was
new. A pigmented polyester resin, it requires much buffing once sprayed and is
10/JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
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very seldom used for cosmetic paint jobs.
Emmron or Awlgrip are two common
brands of paint. Although not always the
easiest to spray, both are high-quality
marine finishes that are expensive, but
consideredbest. Morecommonautoenameis also do an excellent job and actually
look as good, but Emmron and Awlgrip are
tried and proven marine finishes that resist
the harsh marine environment well.
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The last thing to mention (which could
have been the first) is the non-skid deck.
This area of non-skid is very difficult, if not
impossible, to paint and still retain the
same appearance and non-skid qualities
as when the boat was new. The Hobie
factory makes the boat in a female mold,
sorry about the gender-specific term; that
is a person mold internally finished, which
makes those nice crisp non-skid areas.
Can you just imagine sanding those little
peaks and valleys with little sandpaper
squares, and while painting attempt to
keep the paint from filling up each little
valley? Good luck. (For more on non-skid
repair and painting, see "Ask the Expert:
Gel Coat, Damage Control" in the July/
August 1991 HOTLINE.)
17'S A GOOD SPORT
I own a 17. A friend of mine just
boughta 17 Sportand afteracouple
sailing days with him, I'm really interested in putting a jib on my boat.
Is this possible, and if so, how do I
do it?
The Hobie 17 is a fast, enjoyable, singlehanded Cat, but what happens when you
want to take a companion for a sail? Adding extra crew weight to the boat can slow
thingsdown, especiallywhensailingdownwind. With no jib to sheet, the crew has
nothing to do but relax, yet something is
missing.
A Hobie 17 Sport conversion package
brings new life to this singlehanded craft
for all but the heaviest crews. Adding the
Sportjibaddspowertothosereachingand
downwind adventures. It enables the crew
to feel like a part of the action, not just a
passenger, for the total Hobie experience.

Thepackageincorporatesallthisincreased
pleasure without losing the ability to race
singlehanded when needed.
In addition to the jib, the Sport adds a
boomless main, which increases room for
the crew to pass beneath the main when
tacking and jibing. Ifyouexaminethe Hobie
17closely, youwillrealizethereisnotmuch
room forward near the mast to pass under
the boom. The boomless rig a'dds simplicity, and if you do hit your head when maneuvering, at least it is on the sail and not
an aluminum boom.
The jib is the most obvious item required to transform the Hobie 17 into a
Sport. Although it goes along with related
hardware necessary for the conversion,
the jib must be purchased separately. As
usual, see your favorite Hobie dealer.
A noticeable difference between the
Sport and all other Hobie Cats is the front
spreader bar. The bar is an integral part of
the jib system and must be utilized for jib
installation to prevent damage to the hulls
of the Hobie 17. This spreader bar takes
the increased inward force created by the
lower bridle angle necessitated by the
addition of the jib. The bows of the Hobie
17 were not originally designed to withstand the loading of a lower bridle; the
spreader bar solves the problem without

addingmuchadditionalweighttothepack-

age.
The spreader bar is only part of two
basic kits available from Hobie Catto complete the conversion. Kit #1, for lack of a
better name, is the least expensive and
simplest to install. It includes all hardware
necessary to control the jib: jib sheets, jam
cleats, spreader bar, bridle wires, roller
furler, furler jam cleat, halyard and forestay
pigtail, to name just a few. Thankfully, the
kitalsocomeswithinstructionstoassemble
this puppy, for an easy do-it-yourself afternoon.
The second kit provides everything in
the first, and adds components for the
boomless mainsail; not a new mainsail,
mind you. As you can imagine, a kit that
requires resewing a mainsail is not meant
for amateurs, unless your roommate is a
sailmaker. Kit #2 also includes a new rear
beam and new Harken traveler; not a bad
addition, but again it takes more than just
a few minutes to install.
Kit #2's advantages of a boomless rig
and better traveler may not outweigh the
cost and labor over Kit #1. The boomless
rig probably is not any faster, only providing more clearance for the crew to crawl
under when maneuvering. A Harken main
traveler may be a bit smoother in a jibe, or
allow easier traveler adjustment, but the
conversion may not be worth the price and
hassle.
HOBIEHOTLINE
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Taking everything into consideration,
Kit #1 seems to be a better value at this
stageofthegame. The Sportisanaturalfor
sailors who want to race alone, but occasionally invite a friend out pleasure sailing.
Be careful, you may get that friend hooked
and thenyou'll have tobuyabigger Hobie;
not a bad thought at all.
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WINTERIZING YOUR TRAILER
I've read a HOTLINE article or
two on winterizing your boat, but
never saw very much about the
trailer. Whatshould I doto mytrailer
before I store it, to ensure it will be in
tiptop shape for next season?
The Hobie trailer is often ignored, yet
expected to perform dutifully every time
you take your boat out sailing. Sometimes
the trailer is washed with fresh water along
with the boat, but more often than not it
remains neglected.
Have you ever noticed that trailer lights
never seem to work at night? The trailer is
hooked up in the morning and the lights
work fine, but on the trip home when you
really need them, forget it! Two things in
life I have observed; tornadoes always hit
mobile home parks in Florida, and Hobie
trailer clearance lights at the ends of the
crossbars get broken first. Must be magnetic or something. The clearance lights
should come with little targets painted on
them. Routinemaintenanceshould bedone
on the lights during the season to keep the
lights in good working order. An ounce of
prevention maintains the twinkle to avoid
an accident.
Winterizing a trailer prepares it for storage by protecting vital parts from deterioration or damage during extended periods
of non-use, ranging from cold and extreme
weatherconditionstomerelysun In aparking lot in Florida. Different situations require different approaches, so pick the
one that best fits your area. Since Kodiak,
Alaska or Riyadh, Saudi Arabia have never
been in my sailing calendar, the following
comments may not include requirements
for all areas.
One important point before we begin:
winterizing does not equal maintenance.
The idea behind winterizing is to preserve
the trailer so no damage is done over
extended periods of storage. Complete,
careful yearly maintenance still needs to
bedoneatthestartofeverysailingseason.
The firstwinterizing procedure is athorough washing to remove all salt and sand
HOBIEHOTLINE

accumulated over the summer. You can
do this yourself at your local car wash.
Once you bring the trailer back home, you
must remove the water from all enclosed
areas, for two reasons. Water can cause
rust during storage, and in colder climates
expanding ice has been known to break
some rugged parts.
Two prime water-accumulating areas
are wheel hubs and trailer lights. Pull the
wheel hubs and check the bearings for
grease and water. Grease is good - add
more if necessary; water is bad - remove
all traces. The lens cover of lights may
have to be removed to drain water, depending on the type of light. Spray the
metal parts with CRC or a similar preservative to inhibit corrosion. Make sure the
reassembledlightcannotcollectwaterover
the winter.
In climates with very bright sun, cover
the tires to help prevent dry rotting. If your
trailer is equipped with a winch, grease or
spray the gears and bushings with CRC.
Once you have winterized your trailer,
finishtheprocess byproperstorage. Ifyou
leave your boat outside on the trailer, remember to tie the trailer to earth
anchors.(For more on tying your boat and
trailer down, see "Tech Talk, Tying to Win"
in the July/August 1991 HOTLINE.) If you
don't and you live in a windy area, your
trailer just may try to imitate the "Flying
Wallendas."
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The best way to store your trailer is on
blocks, so the tires donottouch theground
(and get flat spots). If you cannot store the
trailer in a garage or shed, at the very least
cover it up.
Now, you must endure the winter with
your trailered Hobie snug under a foot of
snow waiting for the spring thaw and the
annual maintenance. Sometimes winter is
too long. What gets me through January
and February? Lake Tahoe! No, not sailing. But there's this great ski run at Heavenly, rippin' along with a spectacular view
of the lake, dreamin' of trapezing at 25
knots. Life is a bitch; maybethat should be
bitchin'.
If you have a Hobie question you would
like answered in print, send it to: HOTLINE
"Expert," P.O. Box 1008, Oceanside, CA
92051 or fax it to (619) 758-1841. X-
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t ON-WATER DRILLS
Up to 200 starts, 300 mark roundings and 500 tacks and Jibes

t ON-WATER COACHING
t EVENING LECrURES &
CHALK TALKS
,r VIDEOS OFEACH DAY'S
DRILLS
,r PLUS RULES, TACTICS,
& SAIL TRIM
1992 SCHEDULE:

FEB 15-17

LASERS

San Diego, CA
FEB 21-23
San Diego, CA

CATAMARANS

FEB 28·MAR 1
Rocky Point, MEX

CATAMARANS

MAR 1345
Houston, TX

SUNFISH

MAR 20-22
Houston, TX

LASERS

MAR 27-29
Corpus Cristi, TX

CATAMARANS

APR 3 5
New Orleans, LA

LASERS

APR 1042
South Florida Area

SUNFISH

APR 19-24
Florida Keys

CATAMARANS

APR 26-May 1
Florida Keys

LASERS

MAY 840
Virginia, NC Area

CATAMARANS

MAY 15-17
SUNFISH
Southern New England
MAY 23-25
New Bedford, MA

CATAMARANS

MAY 29-31
East Coast Area

LASERS

JUNE 12-14
Ohio Michigan Area

CATAMARANS

July 4-6
Des Moines, IA

CATAMARANS

July 10-12

SUNFISH

JULY 1749

LASERS

NOV 15·20
Florida Keys

CATAMARANS

NOV 29 DEC 4
Florida Keys

LASERS

Illinois-Wisconsin Area
Illinois-Wisconsin Area

FOR MORE INFO 1400484-2075
& DIAL"SAIL"AFTERTHE
PROMPTORCALL 305-451-3287
ORWWTE PO BOX 2060
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Faip Fun
Sail Fair Offers A
Colorful Introduction
To Hobie Catting

Crowley, commodore of Hobie Fleet 23,
Division 14.
The festival was organized to promote
the lakeside city of 21.000 located about
15 minutes north of Dallas. A sailing motif
was selected as a counter to the many
balloon festivals in the area. A connection
with the Hobie fleet proved to be a serendipity for the organizers.

BY JEFFREY BALL

ManyHobiefleetshaveestablishedfirm
roots in their community, giving their memberssome fun waystoreachoutand touch
non-Hobieites with the Hobie spirit. Actually, people who are active in one organization usually are active in several, and
Hobie Catters often are among the most
active of the active. The following article
describes how one fleet introduced the
thrills and camaraderie of Hobie Catting to
the off-the-water crowd. -Ed.
He stood on the top of a rise near the lake and
shaded his eyes with one hand. The boat with
the colorful sail cut beautiful arcs across the
water. If only it would come near shore he
would dash down and wave his arms. Maybe
the occupants would return to shore and
answer a few of his questions about sailing.
The stands were filled with cheering people.
You could almost reach out and touch the sails
of the colorful catamarans. It was amazing to
watch them glide through the water and then
raise one hull and continue for several yards at
a clip. As a mast would start to dip near the
water, the audience would hold its collective
breath and then cheer at a "save" as the boat
righted itself. The master of ceremonies
explained the actions of the sailors and fielded
questions from the newly converted sailing fans.
I
Il sailors at one time or another
1•
haveencountered someoneshyly
/•
walking up to their boat on shore
il •
to askafew questions about sailF-1
ing There is, of course, no way of
1 Ji knowing how many opportunities
have been missed to share the thrills and
quiet joys of the sport with an interested
"civilian."
Hobie Fleet 23 in the north Texas area
has found a way to host a just-for-fun
regatta, draw sailors from the region and
expose thousands to the sport. A local
festival known as "Sail Fair" is held each
September in The Colony, Texas, on the
shore of Lake Lewisville.
"The key objective of Sail Fair is to give
folks a broader awareness of sailing - to
bring it to the people," explains Fred
12/JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
1992

REACHING OUT
"Sail Fair is basically like a country fair
-you have a general audience," Crowley
reports. "Tying in the event with sailing
gives us the larger audience we want to
reach. Forthemostpart, thegeneral public
thinks of sailors as an elite group. They
can't relate to it on the same familiar level
as they talk about football or basketball."
In addition to sailing, other activities
include displays of old-fashioned handicrafts, from quilts to jams and jellies; an
ongoing melodrama presentation; an "Anything That Floats" race and continuous
professional and local entertainment.
Crowley notes that within the sailing
communities, including Hobies, are some
basicgroups. Oneisthe"hard-coresailor,"
whose only interest is racing.
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"That's fine. Butamuch largersegment
exists - sailors who are not hard-core
racers. And, of course, there is the third
group, consisting of people who are not
boat owners ... yet."
FUN AND GAMES
The events at Sail Fair are geared to
attract all three groups. The racers can
have some fun in a competitive situation.
But, there is no advantage to "knowing the
rules," because the rules are very simple.
Non-racers have the chance to demonstrate the boat and get a taste of what
they've been missing.
Two principal events make up the two
days of activities at Sail Fair. One is the
Texas Hull Flying Championship and the
other is the Sail Fair Hobie Scramble.
Most of the action takes place no more
than 100 feet from shore, with bleachers for
the spectators. Crowley affirms this approach draws people in more closely and

heightens the enjoyment. "Sailing generally is not a spectator sportthat can be fully
enjoyed by viewers off the water. Sail Fair
allows people to watch from shore."
At the most recent Sail Fair, Rick Hartin
of Plano, Texas took first place in the hullflying event. He shares a simple explanation for his and his crew, Ronnie Holken's,
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success. "Truth wastherewas nowind and
we had the biggest (posteriors) on the lake
to put it up," Hartin confides. "We also got
the bestof show for flipping it into the water
the most times."
Pete Pattullo, outgoing fleet commodore, took the microphone at last fall's
event to announce the hull flying. "There
was a constant stream of people coming to
watch. A lot of'ohs' and'ahs' for those who
dumped and for the last-minute saves which brought the biggest applause,"
Pattullo recalls.
"When a boat tipped it was, of course,
for practice or to cool off," Crowley adds,
tongue-in-cheek.
The Hobie Scramble is a race that provides a touch of democracy and an extra
element of challenge by requiring all
classes of boats to start simultaneously.
"As a result, the first turn often has five-toseven boats abreast. A few collisions enliven the Scramble, also - all for practice,
ofcourse, no lackof skill involved," Crowley
jokes.
SEEING IS BELIEVING
Theweekendoffunmakes HobieCatting
into a spectular spectator sport. As a resuit, it generates a much broader scope of
interest among viewers as compared with
just seeing a boat on the beach or far away
out on the water.
'7've been sailing Hobie Cats for about
10 years on both lakes and oceans. I enjoy
the sport because a Hobie is a fun boat,
easyto transport and put in the water. I like
knowing that when I arrive at my location
there will be others with Hobie Cats,"
Crowley explains,
"1've gotten a lot of enjoyment from
Hobie Catting, but at first I was a little
intimidated. Sail Fair gives us a chance to
share our pleasure with the general public
and to introduce the sport in an exciting,
non-threatening atmosphere." ZHOBIEHOTLINE
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® NAST-CAOBIE'

TAKE THE GUESSWORK OUT
OF TRANSPORTING YOUR

----•

SAIL REPAIR
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7
AS SAILMAKERS FOR 14 YEARS
AND HOWE DEALERS FOR 12
1
YEARS, WE SOLICIT YOUR
WINDOW INSTALLATION, BOLTAOPE
AND BATTEN POCKET REPAIRS, 2
TRAMPOLINE WORK, ETC. FIVE
TO TEN DAY TURN AROUND.
EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIP.
INSURANCE
ESTIMATES.
48
HOUA SERVICE
AT
•
DOUBLE RATES AND
TIME AVAILABILITY.
4
CALL FOA QUOTE OR
SEE YOUR Hobie Cat
OR HOLDERDEALER
-ALSO5
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is the ideal way to • •
« MAST
transportyourmastand boom Sternand/orbowinterlock•
ing camers clamp on securely and remove easily. Fits all
Hobies.Made.of polypm brass or staintesS. Safety tie not
included but recommended
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The AQUA-CADDIE holds cooters up to 101/• x143A and also is great for weather
gear, etc. Crossbeam mounting helps keep basket out of water and eliminates deforming dolphin
striker as when wave hits striker mounted product. Cooler not included. Model for Hobie 18 (mast
mounted), all other cats; Holder12, etc
MURRAYS MARINE DIST
P.O. BOX 490
&Ahbedt ALL• 6•
or
CARPINTERIA, CA 93013
8930 DEXTER-PINCKNEY
(805) 684-5446
PINCKNEY, MI 48169
013)426-4155
" ' " ""' One YearWarranty
0 CO.D.(U.S. only)
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALE R w Idw Ilrxt
0 Check Enclosed
(no P.O. Box #'s please)
SHIPPED IN USA VIA UPS
0 Master Charge
OVisa (BankAmericard)
Name
AQUA-CADDIE
Address
0 Hobie 18 $49.95
0 Other models $42.95
City
MAST-CADDlE
Zip
State
OStem Only $62.95
Account
OBow Only $42.95
number
Indicate Model of Boat:
Expiration Date
0 Please send more
U.2L hlit hidlos 94 U.2£ M On.
information
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Serving Catamaran Needs Since 1983
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HOBIE HOTSTICK the world's
most popular tiller extension.
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Simply Better Products & Services
KISME MARINE ENGINEERING
118 MILLRIDGE RD. - UNIVERSAL CITY, TX 78148
(512) 659-4258
1• VISA I
8am - 5pm Monday-Friday (CT)
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The Celebrated
Sixteen
Part Two: Tuning
BY MATT BOUNDS
DIAGRAMS BY BILL BALDWIN
Inthefirstinstallmentof'TheCelebrated
Sixteen," we worked on getting the boat
stiff, aligned and ready to hit the road to a
regatta. Now, we'll cover what happens
once you arrive - what you have to know
and do on the beach before you head out
to the race course.

•
•

7I T hen you get to the beach, you
/• / should have a good idea of
what the weather is at the moment and howitmightchange
during the course of the day.
Then, all you have to do is set
up the boat to suit your weight and the
conditions.
Simple, right? Unfortunately, tuning is a
give-and-take proposition; you will have to
make some compromises along the way,
and it will take time before you develop the
"boat sense" to knowwhen something isn't
set right.
Butyou have to startsomewhere! Begin
by setting the mast rake and sail shape to
accommodate the conditions you believe
are out there on the course. One confession before we get into the dirty details: out
of the four basic considerations for mast
rake and sail shape, three were stolen from
"White'sThreeW's Formula" by RickWhite,
published in the March/April 1983
HOTLINE.

FF

WIND
How hard is the wind blowing now what's it really blowing like out there on the
racecourse?Whoknows? Usuallyyoucan
guess from the shore, but not always. (You
could be compulsive and sail out there to
find out, but that wouldn't be cool, now
would it?) What does the weatherman say
the wind's going to do the rest of the day?
Heavy air means a flat sail and lots of
mastrake. Lightairmeans afull sail and not
so much rake. Ultra-light air calls for a flat
sail again.
What makes life fun is there could be
nice moderate air (full sail ) when you go
out, but the wind really could be howling
late in the afternoon ( during the last race of
14/JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
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theday). Howdoyou setyourrigtoaccommodatechangeswhenyoudon'thavetime
to go in to the beach between races?
WA VES
If you can't tell what the wind is doing,
you sure can't determine the wave action.
(You could be compulsive and ... naaah!)
Waves suck power from your boat, requiring a fullersail than normal foragiven wind
velocity. The curse of the 16 is chop in
moderate-to-lightair, when the sail already
is as full as you can make it.
WEIGHT
ManyA-fleet sailors go to great pains to
sail at minimum weight (285 pounds). A
sailor in Division 10 (name leftoutto protect
the innocent!) has been known to venture
door-to-doorathomesneartheregattasite
in search of an appropriate-weight crew!
The 16 does tend to favor a crew within 1015 poundsof theminimum, butmywife and
I regularly race up to 30 pounds over and
do quite well, especially downwind! The
trick is, I set up the boat to accommodate
the extra weight. The power must be in
proportion to the weight.
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TYPE OF RACE
Are you racing arouhd the buoys or
competing in a long-distance event? Each
situation requires a different setup. Even
thesizeofthecoursearoundthebuoyswill
affect the way you should set up the boat.
Forlongdistances, youcancommittoward
settings specific to the points of sail that
predominate on the course. You also have
moreopportunitytochangesettingsonthe
water. On a triangle course, you want allaround performance, with a bias toward
upwind performance; also, you know you
won't have time to change settings during
the race.
So, you think you've got the conditions
down. The boat's still on the trailer and
there's only ten minutes to the skippers'
meeting. Where do you start? Try stepping
the mast.

MAST ROTATION - THE NON-ADJUSTABLE
ADJUSTMENT
The 16 does not have an adjustment for
mast rotation per se; however, the rotation
stops on the mast and the base wear and
should be "restored" periodically. Mast
rotation affects the way the mast bends,
andthereforethedraft(power)ofthemain.
More rotation; more bend: flatter sail. Less
rotation; less bend: fuller sail.
A good starting point is with the sail
track pointing at the shroud when the mast
is against the stops. If you can adjust your
rotation ( by inserting pins or otherwise),
rotate forward of the shroud if you're light,
or the wind is really honking; aft of the
shroud if you're heavy and/or the wind is
lighter.
MAST RAKE - AN AUSSIE LESSON
The Australians taught us the basic rule
of mast rake. Rake the mast back as far as
you can, but still maintain a straight leech
on the main and a firm jib luff before the
mainsheet becomes two-blocked.
Simple, isn't it? But wait a minute, the
sails aren't up yet! OK, so you should have
a good idea of which adjuster hole to
attach the shrouds to before you get to the
beach.
Finding that setting is pure trial and
error. Start by putting the shroud in the
bottom adjuster hole, raise the jib and put
moderate tension on the rig ( not too tight),
put the main up, and downhaul it to where
it should be for the conditions. ( 1 know, 1
haven't gotten to that part yet, but roll with
me for a minute.)
Standing about 15 feet behind and on
the centerline of the boat, sheetthe main in
until the leech of the sail lines up with the
mast. An open leech falls off to the leeward
sideofthemast. Ahookedleech"hooks"to
weather, obscuring the upper portion of
the mast. When the leech is perfect, it lines
up with the mast. How much room is left
between your mainsheet blocks when the
leech is perfect? Set your mast rake according to the wind conditions (see Sail
Control Settingscharton pages 16-17). By
the way, all the above assumes you have a
low-profile mainsheet system.
RIG TENSION
This topic generates more arguments
than a political discussion! Some swear by
ultra-tight rigs in all weather conditions.
Others insist they do equally well with
sloppy, loose rigs. Upwind, in everything
but the very lightest conditions, the leeward shroud is always slack. The entire
load of the rig is passed through to the boat
via the windward shroud, the mast base,
the jib luff wire and the mainsheet.
Rig tension is irrelevant, except in light
HOBIEHOTLINE

air and very heavy air. For light air, you
want the rig tightenoughtokeep the jib luff
straight (for pointing ability), but not so
tight the mast won't rotate properly. In
really heavy air, it helps to loosen the rig to
open up the slot and keep the main from
backwinding. If you're afraid the mast is
going to hop out of its base in the waves,
loop a keeper line from the mast cleats
down around the front crossbar.
In general, you shouldn'thavetherig so
sloppy you can step the mast without pulling any pins; a small amount of slop actually can be beneficial in moderate air, by
"ballooning" the jib out off the wind, thus
increasing the size of the slot.
JIB TACK PLACEMENT
Nowthatyou've gotthe mastwhere you
want it, you probablywon'tbe abletosheet
the jib in all the way, because the more the
mast is raked back, the lower the jib clew
gets to the front crossbar. This dilemma
leads to another basic rule: The jib tack
should be attached as low as possible,
without affecting your ability to keep the
leech of the jib firm. In other words, you
mustbeabletosheetthe sail insufficiently.
The principle is that you need all the
space you can get in the slot, especially at
the top. By lowering the jib relative to the
main, you gain some space. However, you
still mustbeableto keepthe leech of thejib
parallel to the main when it's sheeted in all
the way.
A good way to tell if this condition is met
is by listening to the jib leech flutter (almost
all jibswillin moderate-to-heavyair).You're
tuned correctly when the flutter stops just
as the sheet becomes two-blocked.
Again, the technique necessitates trial
and error. You may have to put the jib up a
fewtimesto get it right. Having the shortest
sheet stack up on the front crossbar helps.
On my boat, when the sheet system is twoblocked, the clew plate is only one inch
from the front crossbar. A trick to gain a
half-inch or so of sheeting distance is attaching the jib tack to the forestay adjuster
with a pin instead of shackle.
Also, since this adjustment cannot be
changed once you're on the water, you
must consider possible future conditions.
Ifyou setthe jibtacklowforlightair, andthe
wind picks up, you might be tempted to
increase your mast rake by easing the jib
halyard slightly; but then you can't sheet
the jib in all the way. You would have been
better off setting the jib tack higher, anticipating you might want a little more mast
rake later in the day.
OH HELM!
Afteryou'veaccomplishedalltheabove,
you take your boat out and it has the most
awful weather helm. What did you do?
Don't worry, there is an explanation, and
the solution is·to adjust your rudder rake.
Now for your naval architecture lesson.
The balance of the boat (whether lee helm
HOBIEHOTLINE
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Announcit• g the F-24
cn ood things now come in a
• Jsmaller package. Three feet
shorter butwithallthe fun ofthe
F-27, this Ian Farrier design
provides unparalleled flexibility
for sailors. Built with the same
high-quality construction, and
light enough to be towed by a
Toyota, the F-24 can berigged
and launched in just 15 minutes.

A board-up draft of only 12"
makes it a gunkholer's delight...
and speeds approaching 20 kts.
will make it a screaming success.
To put a little fun in your life, just
give us a call.
Corsair Marine, Inc., 150 Center
Street, Chula Vista, CA 91911
Tel: (619) 585-3005 Fax:
(619) 585-3092.
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or weather helm) is determined by the
relative positions of the Center of Effort
(CE), which is the point at which all forces
on the sails act through; and the Center of
LateraIResistance(CLR),whichisthepoint
at which the sideways forces act on the
hull. Ifthe CLR is forward ofthe CE, theboat
will have weather helm. If the CLR is aft of
the CE, the boat will have lee helm.
The position of the CE can be adjusted
by changing the mast rake. Due to the
unusual shape of the Hobie 16 underwater, and the fact the boat is small and thus
extremely responsive to changes in weight
position, the CLR is an elusive target. Moving your weight forward moves the CLR
forward, and vice versa.

E

OH HULL!
The forces created on the boat by the
sail act in a direction oblique to the direction of travel. The force can be broken
down into two components: onethat drives
the boat ahead, and another that tries to
push the boat sideways through the water.
The component of the force that acts perpendiculartothedirectionoftravel iscalled
sideforce.
Despite their asymmetric, airfoil shape,
the Hobie 16 hulls are very inefficient in
counteracting the sideforce of the sails.
The trend over the last 15 years has been
to introduce as much mast rake as the
mainsheet stack-up and cut of the sails
allow. Consequently, the rudders, which
JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
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make up a significant portion of the underwater area, are heavily loaded with
sideforce, making it especially important
for them to be properly balanced; i.e., set
at the proper rake.
If you don't have the proper rake, the
boat can be a real beast to steer - think
about how hard it is when the rudders kick
part of the way up and there are still 50
yards to the beach! See Diagram A for the
proper way to establish and measure your
rudder rake. Basically, you want the center
of effort of the rudder blade itself to line up
underneath · the rudder pin axis. On my
boat, I've kept the stock location of the
rudder boltholes, backed the lower adjusting screw up until it's flush with the casting,
and taken the slop out of the lockdown
system with the adjustment on the tiller
arm. If you need more rake, you can fill and
re-drilltherudderboltholes(referto"Small
Flippers in Back" in the July/August 1987
HOTLINE).
SAIL SHAPE - TUNING THE ENGINE
If you compare sailboat racing to auto
racing, what we've done up until now is
buildthecarand adjustthesuspension. By
far the most important part of tuning is
getting the engine (sails) to produce as
much power (driving force) as possible, as
efficiently as possible. Sails, however,

SAIL CONTROL
MAST & RIG

WIND

WAVES

DESIRED
SAIL
SHAPE

ROTATION

RAKE

TENSION

0-5 knots
Ultra-light

Flat

Flat
Pocket aft.

Atshroud or
slightly aft.

12' between
main blocks.

Fairly tight

Flat

Full
Pocket aft.

At shroud or
slightly aft.

T between
main blocks.

Moderate

4' between
main blocks.

Moderate

Moderate
Pocket
forward.

At shroud or
slightly
forward.
At shroud or
slightly
forward.

2' between
main blocks.

Moderate

5-10 knots
Light

10-15 knots
Moderate

Chop

Flat
Chop

Moderate
Pocket
forward.
Full.
Pocket
forward.

At shroud.
At shroud or
slightly aft.

Flat
Pocket aft.

15-20 knots
HeavyModerate

Chop
Big waves

20-25 knots
Heavy

Yes

Flat
Pocket aft.

Forward of
shroud.

Two-blocked

Tight

25+ knots
Honkin'

Lots

Flat
Pocket aft.

Forward of
shroud.

Two-blocked

Loose

Allows more
mast bend.
Flattens sail.
Pulls draft
forward.

Affects
sheeting
ability.

Limited
control of
slot and jib
luff wire
tension.

DIAGRAM A

1

Centerline of
Rudder Pin

Full.
Pocket frwd.

1

S=.fks1- 10..-31
14-U16' -j-•
Standard
A 1-1/4.
for all boats •
1 ) Standard setting
H14, H16
1
| 1-1/2"
I i Standard setting
i • H17, H18
• • (New castings)

• -I

\

Decrease
Forward
Brake
MORETILLER PULL

li

1

Increase
Forward
>
Brake
LESSTILLERPULL

mainly due to the highly dynamic environment in which they operate, are very inefficient in converting wind energy into
forward motion. Whatever static settings
you choose must be a compromise based
on the average conditions.
A multitude of past HOTLINE articles
discuss sail shape, with the latest being
'Batten Shavin" in the July/August 1990
HOTLINE. For that reason, I won't take up
much room with it here; besides, YOUR
16/JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
1992

Control effects on sail
(as tension or action increases.)

BOATISSTILLONTHETRAILERANDIT'S
TEN MINUTES TO WHITE FLAG! QUICK!
RIG THE BOAT!
Put the sails up (check the chart for the
right mast and rig settings since you've
alreadyforgottenthem). Downhaulthemain
until the wrinkles disappearwhen the main
is fullysheeted in. Flipthe boatover(everybodyelse has leftthe beach bynow). Snug
the battens in until all wrinkles are out.
Really jam in the top three.
Sight down the sail from the masthead
and look for"out-of-place" battens-those
that don't parallel their brethren. Adjust
each offending batten'stension untilitcomplies.

While you have the boat over, put telltales in the locations shown in Diagram B.
( I'lltell youwhyyou'reputtingthem in these
locations in the next installment.) Flip the
boatuprightandfollowthechartforsetting
the rest of the control lines.
Sail shape is determined by the cut of
your sails and their control elements
(outhaul, downhaul, sheet, sheeting angle
and battens). Since we aren't on the water
yet, sheets and sheeting angle aren't covered in the chart.
Without going into a lot of aerodynamic
theory, you must be able to develop three
distinctsailshapes(see DiagramC),which
are optimized for performance in specific
HOBIEHOTLINE

DIAGRAM B

SETTINGS CHART

·edb42

MAST & RIG

JIB

*-

TACK

LUFF
TENSION

BATTENS

DOWNHAUL

OUTHAUL

BATTENS

Low

Wrinkles
Out.

Wrinkles
Out.

Wrinkles
Out.

Tight

Wrinkles
Out.

«

4-

-

+

Mid

Wrinkles
Out.
Alittle
tighter.

Mid

Wrinkles
out.
A little
tighter.

Wrinkles
Out.

Wrinkles
Out.

A little
tighter.

Tight
Loose

+

Tighter

A
DIAGRAM C

Wrinkles
Out.

Wrinkles
Out.

Wrinkles
Out.

Wrinkles
Out.

1. FLAT

Really tight.
2. MODERATE

High

Wrinkles
Out.
A little
tighter.

Wrinkles
Out.

Wrinkles
Out.

A little
tighter.

3. FULL
Wrinkles
Out.

Wrinkles
Out.

High

Tight

Wrinkles
Out.

Tight

Tight

Wrinkles
Out.

High

Really tight.

Wrinkles
Out.

Black band.

Get the
screwdriver.

Wrinkles
Out.

Affects
sheeting
ability.

Pulls draft
forward.

Increases
d raft.

Pulls draft
forward.
Frees leech.

Flattens.
Pulls draft
aft.

wind, wave and weight conditions. The
conditions are rarely so clear-cut. Rick
White's "ThreeW's Formula" is an oversimplified but very effective way to estimate
the sail shape required under these intermediateconditions. Thechartsummarizes
the control elements and how they affect
the base sail (which you have just created
on the beach).
Use the chart as a guide to determine
your boat's setup. Then, get ready to sail
your Celebrated 16 ... stay tuned for part
three of this series!

<71. Heavy wind
'
Flatwater
;f Light crew weight
1:
2. Medium wind
Moderate waves
1:
Average crew weight
• • 3. Light wind
.:
1 i
1 1
li
\E

Large chop/waves
Heavy crew weight

'E

't
--3.

1-2.
'
1,

as much a habit as what you do in the
morning to get ready for work! Getting into
a setup habit is good, making it less likely
you will forget anything.

Increases
draft.

'

HOBIEHOTLINE
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Setuil Summary
STANDARD SETTINGS
Yourgoalintuning theboatistoestablish
settings appropriate for your and your
crew's weight, and forthe type of wind and
waveconditionsinwhichyounormallysail.
Once you determine this "Home Base,"
you can easily make the minor changes
necessary to suit the conditions of the day.
ROUTINE AT THE BEACH
Once you've attended a few regattas,
you'll develop a routine for setting up the
boat. Afterafewyears, theroutinebecomes

ASSESSING THE SITUATION
Listen to the weather forecast the night
before a race to learn what the wind is
supposed to do the next day. When you
gettotheregattasiteinthemorning, assess
the situation. Is the weather as predicted?
Often, the weatherman is right, but his
timing is off. Are the weather systems
moving faster or slower than predicted?
Will local effects (such as a sea breeze)
predominate? What will wave conditions
be like? Onshore wind means waves;
offshore usually means flat water.
MAKE YOUR CHOICES
Decide how you want the boat set up
initially. Remember, you may have to shift
gears during the day, and re-set up the
boat once you're on the water. ac--
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NORTH
DAKOTA'S LAKE
SAKAKAWEA
HAS A WIND
YOU CAN
LEAN ON

... ....'
BY DONNA SCHOUWEILER
PHOTOS COURTESY OF NORTH DAKOTA PARKS AND TOURISM

./
'·11 *
\

Donna Schouweiler ispublic information specialist for the North Dakota Parks & Tourism Department, which is
sponsoring the 1992 Hoble 18, SX-18 and 21 Nationals July 27-August 1, 1992. For more information about Notth
Dakota in general or the Hoble 18 Nationals in particular, call Donna at (800) 437-2077. -Ed.
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ever heard of North Dakota's Lake Sakakawea and, furthermore,
couldn't pronounce it if you had? You're not alone. Even outsiders who
aL return year after year don't talk about it, for fear of divulging their nearly
private hunting and fishing grounds. Located smack-dab in the middle
of one of the nation's least populated states, this giant lake is the site of
next summer's 1992 Hobie 18, SX-18 and 21 Nationals.
Lake Sakakawea is a surprise to most first-time visitors to North Dakota. At
180 miles long, six miles wide and with more shoreline than the California
coastline, it is the nation's largest man-made reservoir. What's more, to the south
lies the country's second largest reservoir, Lake Oahe, which spans the North
and South Dakota border.
Lake Sakakawea ( pronounced Sak-kah-kah-we-ah and named in honor of the
Shoshone girl who guided the Lewis and Clark Expedition to the Pacific Ocean)
neatly divides North Dakota into two totally different terrains and mindsets. To
the east are the flat agricultural plains. In late summer, the prairie is covered with
an almost endless sea of bobbing, yellow sunflowers. To the west is the Little
Missouri Breaks country ... a rugged no-man's land the Dakotah Sioux called
"Mako shika" or "where the land breaks." Here's where the west begins, with its
buffalo herds and wild horses, cattle ranches and oil fields, Native American
powwows and cavalry posts.
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The lake was created in the mid1950s by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers following construction of the
Garrison Dam on the Missouri river. An
undeveloped section of the river, one of
North Dakota's top canoeing and rafting
areas, lies south of the dam.

Not For The Timid
North Dakota, with its giant lakes,
endless prairie and stark buttes, has
never been for the timid. When the lure
of the sun, wind and water pales, a short
drive will reward the adventurous with a
look at the real wild and wooly west.

• t 180 miles long, six miles
wide anti with more shopeline
than the Caljfopnia coastline,
Lake Sal{akawea Is tile nation's
lapgest man-made pesepvoip.
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Bad Lands And Good Times

Also on the Missouri river, near
.4..1• • .t.:41.fl• »• 4«4• 1*
Bismarck-Mandan, is Fort Abraham
I .
4. :--'.. . ,- .,#,-IS. ....'.• '
Lincoln, the last command of George
Armstrong Custer. The fort, now prer.'·
• • • ...• ·..,• 2·,4#;
.• *6"Futur<,12 • 1*0 2
served as a state park, includes the
reconstructed Custer home as it ap': • ..,
,
.... • ,..t -, .,Art#£il£p.'t.'Famva. 0
peared In 1876, the year Custer led the
4 - I..4,-Z··.: " -• i ' '.2 4..'·563*• 4ukeR,7. a
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Seventh Cavalry on its ill-fated journey to
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A power tour of western North Dakota
starts at Knife River Indian Villages
National Historic Site near Stanton. This
ancient collection of Mandan and
Hidatsa Indian villages was where Lewis
and Clark first met Sakakawea. National
Park Service staff members eagerly
guide their visitors along nature trails to
archeological sites and through the
8,000-year history of human habitation in
the area.
Nearby, along the Missouri at
Washburn, is Fort Mandan, a reconstruction of Lewis and Clark's winter home
during 1804-05. The triangular wooden
fort is one of 30 officially designated
Lewis and Clark trail sites in North
Dakota.
Your first of many encounters with
buffalo (or more properly, bison ) will be
at Cross Ranch State Park and Nature
Preserve, located to the south on the
Missouri river, where The Nature
Conservancy maintains a small herd as a
native prairie management tool. The
majestic cottonwood forest along this
stretch of free-flowing water holds trails,
campgrounds and a fine little visitor
center museum.

%

Little Big Horn. The park includes a
reconstruction of the 17th century On-ASlant Mandan Indian Village.
One place you will not want to miss is
the historic western town of Medora,
close to Theodore Roosevelt National
Park. Bison and wild horses (thought to
be descendants of Sitting Bull's war
ponies) roam freely among the buttes
and valleys of the park. These Bad
Lands hold a magic sensed by visitors
traveling the scenic loop roads that wind
through cliffs and canyons carved and
colored by 130 million years of erosion,
wind, burning underground coal veins
and prairie fires. The magic is felt even
more clearly from the back of a horse
meandering along the Little Missouri
river. Trail rides are available in Medora
and at the park's Peaceful Valley Ranch.
On the far western end of Lake
Sakakawea, west of Williston, is Fort
Union National Historic Site. This $4
million reconstructed fur trading post
was operated by John Jacob Astor's
American Fur Company in the early- and
mid-1800s. It was one of the finest of a
string of posts along the fur-rich northern
waterways. The fort's 20-foot high
palisades are as impressive to visitors
today as they were to the Assiniboin and
Blackfeet in 1830.

' ,• ,-4.....
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INLE
PARK IT

It was a tyllical North
Dakota summer day on
the lake, with six-foot
waves anti a wind you

could lean on.

3.I=

11 never forget one of my f rst regattas. It was a typical North Dakota summer
day on the lake, with six-foot waves and a wind you could lean on. All the rescue
boats were in action, pulling Hobies to shore and sorting out a tangle of tipped
vessels.
A park ranger and I headed out to Beacon Island, intent on bringing two mastless
Cats back to the marina's calmer waters. With giant swells washing over our stern, in
no time at all we were forced to beach and sink our supposedly unsinkable park
boat and join the growing number of castaways stranded on the island.
Ever been stuck for an entire afternoon on a deserted island with a bunch of funloving Canadians and no booze, no food, wet radios and, worst of all, one soggy
pack of cigarettes and six people who smoke? I know for a fact that the only one of
us who did not return home with great stories about sailing Sakakawea was the park
ranger ... he'd just as soon forget about the humiliation of having to be rescued by a
game and fish warden.

Cowboys And Indians
Not surprising, is it, that a state billing
itself as the gateway to the west should
have more than its share of rodeos and
Native American powwows? During the
summer, almost every small town on
North Dakota's Indian reservations
echoes with the drums and pageantry
that accompany authentic Native
American dancing and singing.
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drums and nageantry that
accompany authentic Native
American Ilowl/Ilovils.

The rich culture is particularly evident
around Lake Sakakawea, surrounded on
all sides by the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation. The reservation is home to
the Arikara, Hidatsa and Mandan tribes
who once populated hundreds of
earthlodge villages along the Missouri
river from the mid-1400s to early-1800s.
Their history comes alive at the Three
Affiliated Tribes Museum at New Town,
at Knife River Indian Villages National
HOBIEHOTLINE

Historic Site at Stanton, and at On-ASlant Indian Village south of Bismarck,
the capital city, at Fort Abraham Lincoln
State Park.
From the time they're colts, North
Dakota ranch kids are on top of a horse,
with dreams of rodeo stardom as soon
as their feet can reach the stirrups. Two
of the state's biggest rodeos will be in
action during Nationals week: the
Champion Ride Rodeo at Sentinel Butte
and a three-day pro rodeo at the state
fair.

Why Not Minot?
The 1992 Hobie 18 Nationals fall at
the same time as the gigantic North
Dakota state fair, held in Minot, just an

hour's drive from the race site. In
addition to the pro rodeo, there will be
country western and rock concerts
galore, demolition and endurance
derbies, bodybuilding and arm wrestling
competitions, plus traditional fair fare ...
livestock judging, exciting midway fun,
4-H exhibits and crop judging.

North Dakota's Great Lakes
Walleye, northern pike and salmon
chasers throughout the country have
known about North Dakota for years, but
there's more than big fish in North
Dakota's waters. Over 150 lakes dot the
state, from the giants - Lake
Sakakawea and Oahe - to tiny Lake
Dion on the Canadian border. Nearly all
JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
1992/21
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offer modern camping facilities, boating,
waterskiing, fishing and more. Best of all,
they tempt Hobie Catters with plenty of
wide-open space to sail. Here are just a
few of the major water recreation areas,
all reflecting the quiet, unhurried,
uncrowded pace that is uniquely North
Dakotan.
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In 1986, with the full support of
North Dakota governor George Sinner and financial backing from North
American Coal Corporation, Lake
Sakakawea played host to its first
Hobie regatta. Run by the newly
formed Fleet 532 with the help of the
state's parksand tourism department,
this regional qualifying event has
grown over the years, bringing in
some of the top Canadian and
midwestern U.S.
sailors.
With six years
of experience under its belt, North

.• .

• ver 150 lakes dot
the state, tempting

A

Forsailors flying in, orthosewithout
the luxury of a self-contained RV, the
state parks and tourism department
can line up, at a reduced rate, a fully
equipped motor home or travel trailer.
Some guests may choose to rough it
at a park "Rent-A-Camp" site, complete with tent, cots, foam pads and
cooler. Racers looking for a real bed
can find accommodations at motels in
nearby Pick City, Riverdale or Hazen.
Rates are in the
budget-to-moderate range.
The food will
beuniquely North
Dakotan. CholesDakota
Hoble
T.
Fleet 532 already
terol-conscious
fine-tuned its race
yuppy-typeswho
managementskills
received a fonin preparation for
duepotasawedthe Hobie 18, SXding present will
18 and 21 Nationbe awed by a
als in 1992. The
western pitchfork
events are set
fondue...giant,
forJuly 27- August
man-sized steaks
E[t• IDE[[10]IE[!BE[[[[1
1, immediately folspeared by pitchlowing the North
forks and sizzled
American Regatta,
inhugevatsofhot
July 24-26.
oil. Buffalo burThe host site is
gers also are part
Lake Sakakawea
of the week's
State Park, an 822menu.
acre expanse of
A featured atland on the lake's
traction at Thurssouth shore. Organizers, determined
day night's cut partywill be gambling,
to provide the best 18 Nationals ever,
Dakota-style-everythingfromblackplan a true western-style welcome.
jackand roulette todicegames.Water
The registration fee of only $200 incannon and volleyball tournaments,
cludesnotonlystiffcompetition inthe
using top-secret North Dakota rules,
lake's stiff prairie wind, but also all
are also on the schedule, as is a round
meals and free camping! North Daof "Buffalo Pasture Golf." Our hazards
kota Stroh's distributors will have on
are mean and snort!
handmorebeerthanyoushoulddrink.
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Hobje Catteps with

illenty of witle-allen
space to sail.

Lake Sakakawea. On this
enormous Missouri river reservoir, YOU'll
find everything from modern camping to
full-service resorts. The lake is best
known for its salmon and walleye fishing,
but is fast gaining a reputation as a
premier sailing lake. The western end,
with its rugged Bad Lands scenery, is
home to numerous sailboard races as
well as sailing and fishing charters. On
the eastern end at Lake Sakakawea
State Park, the North American Regatta
attracts top Canadian and midwestern
Hobie sailors.
Lake Oahe. One of six dams on the
Missouri River, Lake Oahe stretches 231
miles. connecting the capital cities of
Pierre, South Dakota, and Bismarck,
North Dakota. With a 2,250 mile shoreline, Lake Oahe has become a bonanza
for both the outdoorsman and the history
buff. On the North Dakota side, you'll find
the grave site of the famous Sioux Chief,
Sitting Bull. Near Bismarck is historic Fort
Abraham Lincoln, Custer's last command.
Devils Lake. North Dakota's largest
natural lake is the perfect spot for a
family outing, offering perch and panfish
for the kids and northern pike as big as
alligators for mom and dad. Next to the
lake you'll find Sully's Hill National Game
Preserve, with its herds of buffalo; old
Fort Totten, one of the best preserved
military forts on the northern plains; and
the Devils Lake Sioux Indian Reservation, where you can shop for Native
American arts and crafts or attend a
HOBIEHOTLINE
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great powwow and rodeo the last
weekend in July.
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Lake Ashtabula. North of Valley
City in eastern North Dakota, Ashtabula
is one of the state's best developed
reservoirs. Try an afternoon of canoeing
on the nearby Sheyenne river.
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Patterson Lake. The Patterson
Lake Recreation Area just west of
Dickinson features boating, swimming,
fishing, water skiing, paddle boats and a
full-service campground. Here you're just
a short drive from the historic western
town of Medora and Theodore Roosevelt
National Park.
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Lake Metigoshe and the Turtle
Mountains. For water recreation with
an international flavor, visit Lake
Metigoshe in the Turtle Mountains. Sail
your Hobie back and forth across the
U.S./Canadian border or play golf at one
of several finely manicured courses. Be
sure to set aside time for a trip to the
International Peach Garden, one of the
world's botanical wonders.
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Jamestown and Pipestem
Reservoirs. These twin reservoirs are
located just north of Jamestown, home of
the world's largest buffalo. These fullservjce, year-round resort areas feature
modern campgrounds, swimming
beaches, plenty of room for sailing as
well as fishing for walleye, northern pike
and perch.
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Lake Tschida. A major recreation
lake in south central North Dakota, Lake
Tschida is another man-made body of
water, operated by the Bureau of
Reclamation. It offers great fishing,
boating, primitive camping, picnicking
and swimming. Ar
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Mar. 6-8

Midwinters West
San Felipe, Mexico

Shirley Palmer
(602) 299-0609

Mar. 28-29

Midwinters East
Tampa, FL

Chris Jones
(813) 253-8827

April 4-5

Atlantic Coast
Championships
Lake Norman, NC

Dean Forbis
(704) 522-0144

July 27Aug. 1

Hobie 18 National
Championships
Lake Sakakawea, ND

Stephen Hoetzer
(701) 258-4268

Sept. 8-11

Women's Worlds
Bear Lake, UT

Steve Phipps
(801) 451-5728

Sept. 12-22

Hobie 16 National
Championship
Bear Lake, UT
Hobie Singlehanded
National Championships
Virginia Beach, VA

Steve Phipps
(801) 451-5728

IHCA
042 Report
North
042 American Region News
Fleet
042 News
Race
042 Results
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Racer's
042
Edge

Oct. 3-11

Bert Parolari, Jr.
(804) 463-6717

© Copyright 1992 HOTLINE Publications, Hobie Cat Company. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or part without the written permission of the publisher (includes illustrations, logos, photos, cartoons,
etc.). Although HOTLINE photos may show models or sailors not wearing a personal flotation device, this magazine and Hobie Cat Company in no way condone or recommend sailing without life vests
either on or in easy reach of every sailor, no matter what the level of experience.
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HOBIE 18S JOIN 165 IN A WOND EKFUL WOMEN'S WOALDS
INFORMATION SUBMITTED BY
RICK WHITE, SHIRLEY PALMER
AND FRANK MARDEL.

•
pectators at the Hobie 16 and the
ILI (inaugural) Hobie 18 Women's
•
Worlds held in Coronado,
-1 California September 25-28, 1991
•
might find it hard to comprehend
I that just a few light years back
( 3eemingly eons in Hobie history)
women's racing in and of itself officially
did not exist. Of course, for years many
racing teams have been "mixed"; i.e.,
consisting of a male skipper and a
female crew. Until recently, however,
women skippers were few and far
between.
Not anymore!
As with athletics in general, women's
Hobie Cat racing has found a niche in
the sport and women skippers are
getting the attention and accolades they
deserve.
The Women's Worlds demonstrated
that this kind of event, in comparison with
other Hobie Cat regattas, is the same
dish, but with a different seasoning. As
Rick White, spectator and husband of
racer Mary Wells-White reported, "1 was
sitting at the windward mark watching 34
screaming-hot Cats converge on that
poor, defenseless, inflated pyramid.
Conflicts were developing, hulls were aflying ... yet there were neither the normal
angry blasts of 'Staaaaaaaaaarboard !'
nor macho retorts of'Hoo000000oold
your course!' nor the sarcastic queries of
'Whatinhellaryadoing?' Instead, I heard
the pleasant sounds of'Yahoo0000!' and
'A111111111lright!' mixed with happy laughter."

competitors. Of course, enjoying
champagne served by "Hobie Hunks"
wearing shirt-less Tuxedo shorts at the
welcome party certainly added some
spirit to the gathering of the 21 Hobie 16
teams and 12 Hobie 18 teams who had
journeyed to southern California from
around the country, and from Canada
and Puerto Rico. Beginning with that
welcome party Thursday night and
continuing through Saturday evening's
awards banquet, San Diego host Fleet 4
kept the racers well fed and entertained,
while the wind kept them on their toes.
Racing in both classes began hot and
heavy on Thursday, amid fierce competition and demanding conditions. Protest
committee member Frank Mardel
observed, "The wind was light and
shifting 60-80 degrees; not being able to
decide if it should come from the north or
the west." In the final reckoning, a local
skipper emerged victorious in each
class.

Goldberg of Puerto Rico was going to
make it three-in-a-row, but a DSQ in one
of the races took away her lead. Although Linda Leon and Jana Seaman
sailed consistently throughout the series
with the most finishes in the two-to-four
range, San Diegan Annie Nelson and
crew Lisa Wong finished far ahead of
everyone else, with a decisive eight wins
and one second.
Annie Nelson got hot and stayed that
way, putting in four bullets on the second
day of racing. She repeated her performance the following day. By then,
everyone knew who the Champion was.
Despite her ProSail success and
marvelous showing in this event,
accepting the award for her hometown
victory left Annie speechless.

Women's Racing Is Here To Stay

Transplanted San Diegan Maggie
Skidmore and crew Cindy Margetts were
the eventual winners of this premiere
event, but they had to fight off some stiff
competition along the entire way.
Each of the first three races was won
by a different team; not uncoincidentally,
the three were the top trio at the end of
the event. Vying for victory along with
Maggie and Cindy (who sailed
consistently fast and made few tactical
errors) were Deborah Gira and Sharon
Vandehey, who eventually captured
second place; and sisters Betty Bliss
and Mary Wells-White, who finished in
third. Hounding the top three at every
turn, mark and start was the Canadian
team of Gillian LaLonde and Louise
Cramer. Ready to pounce at any time,
they did on the last day, capturing an
easy, walk-away victory in one race to
take home to Vancouver.
Fleet 4 participant Shirley Palmer
wryly described some of the frustrations
experienced by her own team, saying,
"For Shirley Palmer and Sue Lindley,
everything that could happen did
happen in just one day. We had our best
finish (fourth), we had to do a 360, the
boat came as close to capsizing as it
would come, we were protested and we
were over early one race. Over Early
Shirley strikes again!" 1----

One measure of the success of
women's racing is the number and
gender of the spectators. The sport has
quickly grown, gathering momentum,
participants and enthusiastic viewers,
both male and female. Next year's event
is slated for September 8, 1992 at Bear
Lake, Utah. Women sailors should team
and start practicing, and everyone had
better get ready to watch some fantastic
racing ... the next Women's Worlds
promises to be quite a show.

1/
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Wind Rules; Women Conquer

Starting Gun Followed By A
Bunch Of Bullets

The perennial denominator in Hobie
Cat racing, whatever the gender, was
definitely the dominating factor in this
Women's Worlds: the wind. It was
variable with a true vengeance; throughout both series of races, wind shifts
averaged a 90-degree turn almost every
half hour.
Filling every nook and cranny in
Coronado as well was another element
that happily visits all Hobie events: the
sense of fun and camaraderie uniting all

Major wind shifts and the original
scheduling of the races left the Hobie
16s fighting their way just to compete. A
few general recalls didn't help, either. On
the first day, the Hobie 16s got in only
two races. The preceding class would
take off, but by the time the start flag was
ready to fly, a 90-degree shift would
occur. Then, oops - the Hobie 18s
would come buzzing around again.
After those first two races, it looked as
if two-time World Champion Dorian
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On a hot August day in 1974, a young
dentist and his wife packed Op all their
belongings, strapped suitcases on top of
their station wagon, buckled in their twoyear-old daughter, waved goodby to all
their family and friends, and left North
Carolina. They enjoyed some beautiful
country as they traveled through
Tennessee, crossed the Mississippi river,
passed through St. Louis, raced across
Kansas just miles ahead of a line of
tornados, and came through Colorado's
Eisenhower tunnel into a late summer
snowstorm. From the overwhelming
majesty of the Rockies onto the mesas of
Utah and across Nevada, they headed
west into California - final destination,
San Diego.
One month later, they bought their
first Hobie Cat (sail number 9176) and
joined Fleet 4. That October, they went to
Mission Bay to watch the sailors at the
first Hobie 16 National Championship ...
people such as Wayne Schafer, Dick
and Bob Beauchamp, Jerry King and
Hoble Alter (Senior - Junior was just
learning ).

Hello, Hobie National
Seventeen years later, in 1991, that
same couple (with their 12-year-old-son
in tow this time) returned to San Diego,
the Hobie 16 National Championship,
and Fleet 4. My husband, Bob, and I
were that couple, and our return to San
Diego was everything we could have
wanted.
It was wonderful to find the important
things had not changed. Fleet 4 still was
filled with fun-loving, warm people
determined to help everyone have a
good time. From a nice site at Silver
Strand State Park near Coronado to highquality charter boats and wonderful
parties, the 1991 Hobie 16 National
Championship was a class event.
As always, the best part was the
people. Hobie racers quickly form a
family. There were hugs and handshakes
as sailors greeted old friends and got to
know new faces.

We were delighted to welcome a
large delegation from Brazil and to see
Paul Jesus sailing again. Many of you will
remember Paul broke his leg in the 1990
National Championship and Hobie
sailors chipped in more than $3,000 to
help pay his medical expenses.

1(ids R Crews
It also was great to see more teams
out there with kids as crews. Although
my husband has sailed with our children
for 11 years, we noticed this year there
were more adult-child teams than ever.
Tom Acuna sailed with 12-year-old Sam
Speegle from California; New Jersey's
Dave Edwards, 12, sailed with Jim
Glanden; Hubie Poteat, 12, and his dad,
Bob, from North Carolina sailed together
in their third National; Californian Katie
Ziolkowski, 13, was sailing with her dad,
John; Keith Baker, 15, and his dad,
Gary, are from Washington; and Brett
McGinnis, 15, from Florida, was sailing
with Thad Avant. Watch out - the next
generation is moving up!

The Fiesta Begins
Monday night's welcome party was at
Carlos Murphy's - definitely a Hobie
kind of place! The restaurant was all ours
as 200 people wearing goofy balloon
hats drank Margaritas and sampled an
incredible array of Mexican dishes - are
fish tacos really a standard in Mexico?
John Hauser's table of crazies looked
like they were having a group electroculion, since their hats all tied together stood
four feet above the center of the table!
Sailing began in earnest on Tuesday.
There were two starts, each with 41
boats. Race chairman Paul Ulibarri did
an excellent job all week setting the
courses and running the races. He also
had to contend with MANY ANXIOUS
SAILORS as the final seconds ticked
away in EVERY RACE ALL WEEK general recalls are NOT practice starts,
people. Winds were very light most of the
week, although there were some singletrap opportunities and even one day with
• • rr_ 442
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a double-trapping reaching leg.
Tuesday's first-place finishes belonged to Bob Seaman, Alan Egusa,
Tom Materna and Jeff Alter (who came to
shore with three of them ). The California
guys were not being good hosts - didn't
they know they are supposed to let
company go first?
Tuesday night a large group gathered
at Kiwinado, the New Zealand America's
Cup compound, which houses the Stars
and Stripes, Dennis Conner's huge
catamaran.
Sailing in light winds on Wednesday
was a little frustrating, but attitudes
changed quickly when racers hit the
beach. That's when team Puerto Rico,
led by Heriberto Martinez and Juan Silva,
opened its bag of tricks, revealing fresh
island pineapples, rum and all the fixings
for pifla coladas. They even brought a
blender! We ought to make this an
annual event.
On Wednesday night Fleet 4 arranged
a tour of Corsair Marine, manufacturers
of the F-27 and newly released F-24
trimarans. Dave Hahn, director of
marketing, gave the tour and fielded
questions from many curious Hobie
sailors. The following night, demonstration rides were given from race headquarters.

An Affair Of State
Californians continued to hog first
place; races four and five were won by
Bob Seaman, Paul Hess, Alan Egusa
and Jeff Alter ( remember, two starts for
each race ). The Californians' winning
streak actually was broken by Daan
Vanderklugt from Brazil, but that race
was eventually thrown out because only
one start was able to complete the race.
It was a great day for water skiing!
Thursday night's beach party consisted of a delicious barbecue followed
by a raffle and the announcement of the
top 48 boats sailing in the Gold Fleet.
The Silver Fleet, under the new format,
would continue to sail Friday and
Saturday on their own course. The raffle
was great fun and there were some
memorable prizes, including T-shirts
from various America's Cup compounds.
The two grand prizes from the factory
were a Cat Box and a new set of sails
(which will be seen next year in Division
9 on a boat sailed by a 12-year-old).
Three races on Friday shook the
HOBIEHOTLINE

standings, as several of the top sailors
recorded high numbers. Friday's race
winners were Ross Tyler, Pat Porter and
Bob Poteat from North Carolina (the only
non-Californian to win a race). Silver
Fleeters Matt Bounds (Michigan) and
Gary Baker (Washington) won races on
their course.
Saturday was a long day. We sat on
the beach waiting for the wind to fill and
knowing the outcome of this event was
very much up in the air. Tom Materna
was in first, but Jeff Alter, Bob Seaman,
Keith Christensen (the eventual winner
- congrats, Keith!) and Dan Ketterman
also were in contention. Finally came the
call to leave the beach for the last time
- PU was determined to get in at least
two races.
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The awards banquet was held at the
Club Coronado on the Naval Amphibious
Base. Slides taken during the week were
shown during dinner and everyone was
in a festive mood. We had enjoyed
another fine event (okay, the guy in
charge of wind didn't show, and the
Californians didn't share top honors well,
but those are minor details ). Our week
together had been special and the
efforts of all Fleet 4 members were
greatly appreciated.
Special thanks go to Scott and Mary
Jo Dixon for the hours and hours and
hours of work; the sailors who lent their
boats for charter; Rod Clay, who was in
charge of all race equipment; beach
captain Bill Tilger; Frank Mardel, for
organizing a huge fleet of chase boats
and running the Silver Course racing;
Dave Shearer, who was responsible for
the scoring; Ren6 Clay - thanks for the
parties and lunches; Dot Jernigan, for
the great-looking T-shirts; Ross Carlson
and Bob Eschwege, for some incredible
trophies; jury members Kim Kymlicka,
Jane Sherrod and Dick Blount; and to
the many others whose help was
invaluable. .5•
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SAILORS
AT 18
NATIONALS
HAVE A
HOWLING
GOOD TIME
•
BY BETTYARLENE WILSON
• = AND LARRY MONDRAGON
• . PHOTO BY JANET SILVA
Woyote Point lived up to its
reputation as a premier location for a
National Championship August 19-24,
1991. The 20-30 mph winds at the Hobie
18, SX-18 and 21 Nationals were fairly
typical of the site, with short irregular
choppy seas and a long course that
brought all racing theory into practice.
Jeff Alter conducted a championship
caliber seminar on Monday to kick off the
event-filled week. After wolfing down a
hot lunch, the racers embarked on
practice races. Although the number of
teams, 42, presented a smaller turnout
than usual for National competitions,
those who came were ready to conquer.
The participants would have to draw on
this confidence frequently throughout the
event.

kept going nuclear from there. (Strangely
enough, as the series continued, the
teams began to acclimate to the trying
conditions of San Francisco Bay. There
was even some disappointment voiced
as one race began on Friday in 8-10
mph winds. But by afternoon, it again
began to howl.)
Newcomers to the area who had not
experienced this northern California
brand of Hobie sailing certainly were
surprised, but a wonderful welcome
party at the Coyote Point Yacht Club at
least took the wild out of the wind for one
night. A little soda, wine and beer mixed
with a wide variety of hors d'oeuvres, all
seasoned with friends and sailing
conversation, were the excellent ingredients for a perfect evening.

A Wild Welcome

Action And Reaction

The wind began moderately for
Coyote Point, 15-18 mph. By white flag, it
had increased to 20-25 mph and just

So much for Monday. Tuesday
brought a rigorous return to reality and
racing. Several skippers obtained instant

28/JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
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membership in the Royal Order of
Mudhens as they rounded A-mark.
Coyote Point is rather shallow, so diving
around the windward mark and trying to
carry off all that speed into the downwind
leg resulted in spectacular action and
reaction. More than one boat ended up
with a mast in the mud, enabling its
skipper to achieve instant entry into the
Royal Order.
By the end of the week, it became
clear Paul Parizeau and Jeff Alter were
locked into a struggle for first place,
while Alan Egusa and Dave Dunn battled
it out for third. The leaders, well out in
front, seemed to have mastered the
technique of sailing under demanding
conditions. Alan confided that conditions
were everything he expected and part of
his plan was simply to outlast his
competitors. His strategy was based on
months of pre-race conditioning and
fueled by lots of pancakes and pasta.
Ultimately, top honors went to Paul
HOBIEHOTLINE

Parizeau and crew Greg Thomas,
narrowly edging out Jeff Alter and crew
Kathy Ward.
By the way, an unbelievable rumor
you may have heard buzzing about is
true: this was a Nationals with very few
protests throughout! Special congratulations go to all racers for handling
problems with class and taking care of
issues on the water. The few protests
that did occur were very amiable.

We Did It! You Can, Tool
There were times when we wondered
if we could pull off this great event, but
we did ... and with great success,
according to reports. That accomplishment and appreciation are the reward to
all the people who put so much of their
heart and soul into this event.
Steve Hoetzer, commodore of Fleet
532 in Bismarck, North Dakota, and his
wife Maryellen came out to help with our
event and learn more for the 1992 Hobie
18 Nationals which they will be hosting.
(See "Unpronounceable Fun" in this
issue for a preview of what's to come in
North Dakota.) This couple is very
serious and dedicated to putting on a
successful event. For sailors giving it
some thought, start planning to attend
now. A Hobie Cat National Championship is a great experience that will enrich
your sailing skill as well as bind you to
many others across this country who
share a love for our crazy sport.
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r• Slialls Aind
An unruly wind made for many a wild
ride atthe 1991 Hobie 18 Nationals at
Coyote Point. Among those who left their
hearts and perhaps part of their lunches
in San Francisco were:

042
Rafi and Dafna Yaholom, whose
boat tripped on the mark's long anchor
line during a precarious A-mark
rounding. The beautiful, slow motion
capsize warranted a 10.0 for artistic
expression.
042
Chuck Brown, who, when the wind
tore his clew plate away from his
mainsail, sailed back to the beach trying
to hold his main by hand.
042
Jack Hill and his double trouble.
After his Hobie's rear crossbar was torn
from the hull, practically sinking the boat,
Jack borrowed a boat for the next day.
The substitute vessel's rig demasted.
042
Bob Cockcroft, who tied Jack for
the hardship award when his port hull
broke off the boat completely.
042
The Arizona team of Ted and Sue
HOBIEHOTLINE
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Lindley, who sailed great all week right
up until the end, when their port hull was
"ventilated" by a competitor during the
• last C-mark rounding of the final race of
the regatta. Ted took it in stride,
however, observing philosophically that
at least the collision occurred at the end,
not the beginning, of the series.
Some group mis-adventures occurred
during the week of racing as well. To wit:
042
Coyote Point's proximity to the San
Francisco airport enabled spectators to
marvel at the vortices caused by certain
planes landing overhead. The funnels
took the fun out of sailing for more than a
few participants, however. Right after the
start of one heavy air race, boats starting
down the leeward side of the line began
to foot off sharply before the wind
seemed to cease altogether. Doubletrapped, skippers and crews started to
"teabag" into the water as the wind
lulled. Some began to tack off to port.
Suddenly, the wind roared back with a
vengeance, throwing many boats over
and causing countless others to nearly
lose control. Welcome to Coyote Point!

grapher; even some advertising types
came around looking for good-looking
young salts to use in a commercial for
Old Spice.
You didn't have to look far to find
people willing to go out of their way to
make this a great event. Mike Montague,
in addition to competing, took videos of
racers on the course and also produced
a wonderful slide presentation that
enhanced the awards banquet. Local
Hobie dealer, Seabird Sailing, was right
there from start to finish with a complete
parts trailer. Bill Johnson of Mobile
Fiberglass Repair was on site, also,
ready to do an impressive repair at a
moment's notice. Leading Edge Sails
came by each evening to pick up sails
for fast overnight service.
Who else contributed? Volunteers
such as Bob Gardner, who offered his
40-foot Hunter as committee boat; the
lunch committee members (Jean Tully,
Marianne Hess, Denise Kuhre supported
by Katie Kirk, Anne Tully and Nancy
Bowman), who left everyone eating their
way through the event with a good taste
in their mouth; in fact, all who served up
fun for this fantastic series.
In addition, we would like to extend a
heartfelt, formal "Thank You!" to our
many sponsors. We couldn't have done
it without you ! .5•
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042
The Hobie Cat Annual Awards
capped off the weeklong event, with
presentations made for great and not-sogreat performances in major and
supporting roles. Several sailors were
inducted into the Royal Order of
Mudhens, in the continuation of a
tradition begun at the 1987 Hobie 16
National. Tom Ling was unanimously
elected to the prestigious position of
Honorable Mother Of All Mudhens.
Inquiring minds not at the event want to
know: Why, Tom?

• stepit Billosupe
It would take an entire magazine to
thank all the wonderful people behind, in
front of and running around the scenes
who made this event such a spectacular
success. And a triumph it was: "Sailing
World" was on hand to do an article;
"Multihull Magazine" sent a photoJANUARY 042FEBRUARY
1992/29
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C No Evil
Take No Prisoners At

C-Mark
BY WICK SMITH
DIAGRAMS BY BILL BALDWIN
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each back into the depths of your
racing experience and recall your
worst horror story about a C-mark
rounding.You probablywerelook-

ilt ing great on the downwind leg.
You were going to arrive at the
mark with the lead pack of boats. If you
could lust get a puff and squirt around
before they did, you would be home free.
Youdidn't. Afterthesmokecleared, you
either were caught outside the entire pack
in terrible air (the oxygen mask dropped
down from your boom), or you were still
trying to untangle the boat from the mark
while they were handing out trophies.
Once you clear the starting line, C-mark
is the toughest part of the race course.
Several factors contribute to this difficulty:
1. The boats are converging from several angles, and all racers are attempting
to get to the same spot.
2. In light and medium winds, racers
areontheslowestpointofsailonthecourse,
equating to little or no maneuverability.
3. Some boats are jibing at the mark
with rights accorded under the rules, unlike any other place on the course.
4. All racers are in a transition from
downwind to upwind, with a premium
placed on inside position.
All these elements combined make for
some interesting confrontations (and war
stories around the campfire ). To improve
your position on any part of the course, you
must focus on two subjects: tactics and
rules. C-markisno different. Thisarticlewill
attempttoaddresstactics.Thenext Racer's
Edge will deal with rules that apply at this
often frustrating mark.
IMPORTANCE OF POSITION
The C-mark rounding becomes more
important as you attempt to round with
other boats. Rounding alone is no problem. Rounding in a crowd requires quick
thinking, good boat handling and a little
luck.
Think of your rounding as setting up the
outcomeofthe next leg.Thetwoobjectives
are to be in front of other boats when
rounding and to have clean air (to not be in
anyone's wind shadow). If you accomplish
the firstgoal, thesecond usuallytakescare
of itself, and you will be in a commanding
position.
30/JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
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If being in front is not attainable, work, at
all costs, at least to get clean air. This will
make a world of difference in your position
at the next mark. If the wind striking your
sail(s) is deflected or blocked by other
boats, you will slowly move back in the
pack, despite your best efforts. There are
waysofclearingyouraironceinsomeone's
shadow, but they cost you time and distance.
The most desirable place to be when
rounding with other boats is on the inside,
closest to the mark. When you have the
inside position, you not only have the right
to "buoy room," you should end up with
clear air when leaving the mark. Assuming
the next leg is upwind and you are rounding the marks to port (counterclockwise),
you will come out of C close-hauled on
port.
All others forced to round outside your
line run the risk of slipping into your wind
shadow (see Diagram A). They also will be
moretoleewardatthebeginningoftheleg,
which means they will travel farther to get
to the next mark!
TACTICS
In the following examples, assume you
will round A-mark and have a downwind
leg to C with all marks left to port. The same
tactics apply if you are on a B-C leg, but in
this case your options usually are limited.
If you are sailing in a fleet race with only
a few other boats, the competition spreads
out quickly and the fleet is separated by
the time you getto C-mark for the first time.
In this circumstance, don't worry about
your rounding until 200 yards from the
mark.
BEGIN AT THE BEGINNING
Iftheregattais largewithevenlymatched
boats, and you are in a crowd rounding the
windward mark, begin planning your approach to C immediately after rounding A
If you look at the conditions and determine
there is a "favored" side of the course for
the A-C leg, get to that side as quickly as
possible. If there is no advantage to one
side vs. the other, jibe overto port earlier in
the leg than other boats to position yourself
more to the left of the pack.
Doing so accomplishes three things:
you will bemore in the middle of the course
and thus able to take advantage of wind
shifts from either direction; you won't "sail
to the corner" and have a L-0-N-G layline
to judge; you will be "inside" the other
boatswithrespecttothecounterclockwise
rounding of C-mark. This position pays big
dividends if you get to the leeward mark in
a large pack.
Once you have committed to a side of
the course on the downwind leg, try to

determine if you will be rounding C with a
crowd. If so, begin thinking about how to
approach the mark. If you have gone to the
right side of the course ( looking from A to
C), you and the others will be deciding
when you have reached the port layline
and will jibe at that point.
Be the first in your pack to jibe over to
port. The others will usually panic and go
with you, or risk overstanding the mark. If
you are close to the layline, you can work
yourway down to it fairly easily by sailing a
slightly lower line in the puffs. If you are not,
two quick jibes down at Cwill getyou tothe
mark without losing distance, putting you
inside the other boats as you hit the twoboat-length circle.
A general rule of thumb is never
overstand a mark downwind ! On boats
with a jib, the higher sailing angle to the
mark gives you more speed, but it usually
is not worth the extra distance sailed. On
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14sand 17s, NO extraspeed is realized by
sailing higher, and you lose in a big way!
THE RIGHT LEFT APPROACH
If you have worked the left side of the
course downwind, you want to plan your
approach to the mark in one of two ways:
1. Approach the mark on the left layline
on starboard and jibe inside the two-boatlength circle at the mark.
2. Approach the mark within 50 yards of
that same layline on starboard and jibe
BEFORE you get to the port layline and ail
the boats on that line.
Use method numberone if several boats
also are on the left side of the course. You
want to be inside them at the mark; therefore, you must go as far left as the wind will
allow. Be sure not to overstand!
If most of the pack near you is to your
right, use method numbertwo. You still will
be inside them at the mark and will not risk
sailing too far.
HOBIEHOTLINE

The big point of emphasis here is to
know when to jibe onto port for your final
approach tothe mark. Youwill be sailing on
starboard toward a line of boats on port.
Manytimes I have witnessed the following scenario, illustrated in Diagram B. The
skippersaystohiscrew, "Watchthis Sheila,
I'm going to make all those port tackers
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alter course." He sails through the line of
boats screaming "S-T-A-R-B-0-A-R-D,"
pointing out to one stubborn skipper that
his parents were never married. After several boats have altered course to avoid
him, he jibes to port and heads for the
mark. Every one of the boats he crossed
have beaten him to the mark. If he had
jibed before he got to their line, he would
have rounded inside all those boats and
nowwouldbeaheadofthem. Sheilawould
think he was a brilliant tactician, instead of
a screaming idiot.
The moral to this story is: If you are
within 200 yards of C-mark on starboard,
NEVER sail throughalineof porttackerson
the layllne. Tell them to hold their course
and let them know you intend to jibe inside.
Jibe two boat widths inside their line, and
you will have inside overlap heading toward the mark.
THE FINAL ROUND
On your final approach to the mark with
otherboats, youusuallywillbeinoneoftwo
situations. Let's look at them one at a time:
1.YOUAREINSIDETHEOTHERBOATS
AND WANTTO COMEOUTAHEAD. If you
are coming from the left side of the course
and will jibe at the mark, be sure to jibe
within the two-boat-length circle. This maneuver is considered part of the rounding,
and all boats to your outside must give you
room to jibe as well as round the mark.
Ifyouareapproachingontheportlayline
and are inside other boats overlapped with
you, you have to defend your position and
your room at all costs. First, sail as much as
10-15 feet low of the mark, depending on
what the "outsiders" will let you get away
with. This maneuver will give you room to
swing wide of the mark and come up close
to it as you reach a close-haul course. If
HOBIEHOTLINE

they make you sail directly atthe mark, hail
that you need more room and see how
much they will give you.
The trick is to not let those outside you
or behind you get inside your line coming
out of the mark. Many times, they will force
you into a tight rounding, then swing wide
and with a head of steam, come inside as
you both exit the mark. This strategy gives
them clear air as well. To prevent this
methodofattack, swingaswideastheywill
let you, then shove the rudders over HARD
at the mark. If done right, the boatwill pivot
tight on the mark and slow to a crawl,
leavingnoplace forthatboatbehindyouto
go, other than leeward of you.
Be careful, though. If you aren't close
enough to the mark, you'll leave a hole
between you and the mark and the pack
will passthrough it. Ifyou accidentallystop
the boat and go head to wind, the entire
free world will pass both to windward and
to leeward. Sheila will be severely depressed if this happens!
As you exit the mark, sail as high as you
dare to force those behind you into your
bad air. Once they drop down to foot out
from under you, drop down and foot with
them. This will lock them into your bad air
zone.
2. YOU ARE OUTSIDE OR BEHIND
OTHER BOATS WHEN ROUNDING. You
have a choice to make. You can round
behind the inside boats and try coming up
higher exiting the mark, or you can round
outside the other boat(s) and foot out from
under them after clearing C.
If you are rounding outside 1-3 other
boats and feel you can out-point them, try
swinging wide and turning upwind 15-20
feet to leeward of your normal rounding.
This maneuver will allow you to make a
gradual turn without loss of speed. You
should be on a close-haul course and
moving when you are abreast of C (and no
more than 2 feet from it). With this speed,
you can out-point anyone who has pivoted
on the mark in a tight turn and is barely
moving because of it (see Diagram C).
This technique is very effective if the
skipper ahead doesn't "close the door" on
you as mentioned in the initial situation
described above. You have no rights tothe
room the boat in front may leave, but if it
can't point up to tap you or force you into
the mark, it will be left in your wake! If it
does close the hole, you need to fall off
hard to foot out from under it.
If you are committed tothehigh linewith
no place to go, you must hit the brakes.
Your only good stopping device is pumping the rudders. Push them back and forth
through the maximum arc in rapid succession. Doing so will slow you considerably
and help keep you off the boat in front.
Remember that it is not legal to stick
your leg in the water or jump off the boat
and drag. It is effective, but against the
rules.
If you are rounding with several boats
andgetcaughtoutsideorbehindthem, the

best choice in most cases is to round wide
with speed, using it to accelerate away to
leeward of the group. Many times, the
people in front of you are going to round
tight, "close the door on the inside lane,"
and show you exactly how high they can
pinch after rounding C. They would rather
be castrated with a weed eater than let you
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sail over them. Your best move is to make
the pack round as tight as you can by
leaving them just enough room to round
withoutviolating the rules. You will round in
the widest arc and will have the most
speed coming out. Foot off (to a close
reach, if necessary) to get out from under
the crowd. Continue to sail on port if the
right side is favored on the beat.
If you want to work the left side, foot off
more to get room to tack, roll over to starboard, start yelling, and holdonto yourhat.
You will come through a parade of port
tackers who have no idea you are there.
They are still having their pinching contest.
Letthem knowearlyand loudlythatyou are
coming.

SUPER-HOT, GO-FAST TRICK #37
On the Hobies that carry a crew, let the
skipper trim the jib during the rounding,
and let the crew trim the main. The crew
usually has two hands free, whereas the
skipper needs six to get around this mark.
Practice it a few times to get the feel. The
crewdefinitelyneedsafeel forhowquickly
to trim.
C U'ROUND
C-mark roundings are like any other
phase of the sport we enjoy. They take
experience and a willingness to continue
to improve on this tough corner of the
course. Atthe end of each race, think back
to your roundings at C. Look at what you
did well and why. Also, consider your errors and determine what you can do about
them.
Without this ongoing learning curve,
you will continue to make the same mistakesoverandover. You'llneverwin Sheila's
affections or a trophy that way! .52:-
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IHCA NEWS
RULES UPDATE
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1,
1992
Changing times have led to IHCA's
decision to update the Hobie Class
Association Racing Rules in their
entirety. At the annual Council meeting in
July 1991, IHCA representatives from all
countries amended the rules to create a
strong standard for Hobie Cat racers
around the world.
Our goal was to take into account all
the regions worldwide, which presented
some difficulties in regard to creating
ONE set of rules. Most of the changes
simply clarify verbiage, but some new
rules are causing many item numbers to
change.
Some of the new amendments may
create controversy, but our intent in
revision has been to resolve the problems that arose trying to reach our goal
of strengthening standardized Hobie
Class racing.
The rules have been approved by the
rules committee and International
Council. Since the IHCA is sanctioned
under the International Yacht Racing
Union, the amended rules also were
reviewed and ratified during that
organization's recent annual November
meeting. ( Look for a report on IYRU's
meeting in the March/April '92 issue.)
The rules go into effect January 1, 1992.
Look for a set of the new 1992
International Hobie Class Association
Rules in your membership package. We
are confident all racers will abide by
these rules and we look forward to
standardized international racing. If you
have any questions with reference to
clarity, please write to the IHCA.

ff»11.See you sailing!

Jeff Alter
IHCA - Executive Director
Post Office Box 2855
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624
(714) 496-7394
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HOBIE RULES UPDATE
( NOTE: Modifications indicated by italics.)

GENERAL RULES
2.1 DEFINITIONS
a) The International Hobie Class Association
shall hereafter be referred to as IHCA.
b) Hobie Cat USA and Hobie Cat Europe and
any of their licensees that are in good standing
with their respective licensors shall hereafter be
referred to as HOBIE CAT COMPANY.
c) INTERNATIONAL YACHT RACING UNION
shall be referred to as the IYRU.
3. RIGHT OF PROTEST
A skipper or the race committee has the right
to protest. The IHCA has the right to declare
ineligible any Hobie Cat which does not conform
to the spirit, objective, and intent, as well as the
letter of these rules and the official drawings and
specifications held by the IYRU. In the event the
drawings are not held by the IYRU they shall be
held by the respective HOBIE CAT COMPANY.
5. MANUFACTURER OF HOBIE CATS
Only boats manufactured by the HOBIE CAT
COMPANY are legal for class racing. The
manufacturing origin and trademarks of all boats
must be readily identifiable through serial
numbers, hull numbers, sails and casted parts.
Copies of original invoices or warranty cards may
be requested. Proof of origin will be submitted to
the IHCA or its authorized representatives for
verification upon demand of the race committee
and/or protest committee. Skippers or owners of
boats who have had the manufacturing origin of
their boat officially questioned must be warned in
advance of the manufacturing origin request and
given a reasonable time (maximum two weeks) to
produce acceptable proof of origin.
8.lb) Delete
8.lc) Renumbered to 8. lb).
8.2 a) A minimum 3/8 in. (9.53 min) diameter
righting line consisting of at least one 14 ft. (4.27
m) length of line, or two 7 ft. (2.13 m) lengths of
line minimum, shall be securely attached and
readily accessible from each side of the boat.
The righting lines shall be in addition to all other
required equipment, except if specified
differently in individual boat class rules.
b) Righting water bags, shroud /engthening
devices and fighting pole may be carried and
shall be used for righting purposes only.
9.7 a) Delete
9.7 b) Delete
10.8 Rudder pins may be made of plastic,
aluminum, fiberglass, or stainless steel.
11.2 Tiller crossbar, rudder arm connectors
and end caps may be replaced with other types.
12.1 All sails must be built from IHCA
approved patterns and supplied by the HOBIE
CAT COMPANY.
12.2 Only standard battens supplied by the
HOBIE CAT COMPANY shall be used. They may
be cut and tapered as desired (exception: unless
specified in designated boat class rules).
12.4 All mainsails shall have a sail number
registered with the IHCA (duplicate numbers will
be assigned to only one individual).
12.6 Only sails built from /HCA approved
patterns and manufactured by the HOBIE CAT
COMPANY and distributed through the same are

legal for class racing, unless specified differently
in individual boat rules.
12.8 Delete.
12S Reefing is permitted and may be rigged
in any manner. With the exception in the North
American Region, wire halyard may not extend
below the COMPTIpnt.
13.2 Minimum filing to the mast base casting
is permitted for the purpose of improving rotation
but is not legal to remove metal for the purpose
of achieving mast rake.
13.4 A COMPTIP shall be mandatory for the
North American Region. All sailors will be allowed
one exemption to this rule. After the one
exemption is used, the onus is on the individual
to prove that an attempt has been made to obtain
a COMPTIP. In the case of factory backorders on
COMPTIPs, temporary exemption will be granted
upon proof of such backorder and only until
backorder is filled. COMPTIP and aluminum
masts shall be legal in the North Pacific and
international regions. All aluminum masts are
mandatory in the South Pacific, Southern Africa
and European regions with the exception of the
17 on which both COMPTIP and ALUMINUM
masts are legal.
15.1 Wires as supplied by the HOBIE CAT
COMPANYshall not be reduced in diameter.
They may be increased in size. A# wires may be
shortened or lengthened with exception of bridle
wires.
15.2 Shrouds and forestays shall connect to
the HOB/E CATCOMPANYsupplied shroud
adjusters.
15.4 The clevis pin and ring on the forestay
adjuster, as provided by the HOB/E CAT
COMPANK may be replaced by a quick-release
pin, shackle or the like.
16.1 Delete
16.2 (Renumbered from 16.3) Any sheet or
lines made in whole or part of wire are prohibited
except as supplied by the HOB/E CATCOMPANY. Any sheet or lines may not be spliced to
increase or decrease diameter.
16.3 ( Renumbered from 16.4) Compasses
may be added. Electronics are not permitted
unless specified in designated boat rules.
16.5 ( Renumbered from 16.6) Mesh and
canvas trampolines manufactured by the HOBIE
CAT COMPANY are class legal.
18.1 c) Weight and or water jackets for the
purpose of adding personal ballast are not
permitted and shall not be considered clothing or
equipment and shall not be allowed for meeting
minimum crew weight.
19.1 The minimum boat weights shown in the
individual Class Rules are for each class of boat,
ready to sail, with all permanently attached and
non-movable racing equipment EXCLUDING the
following:
a) Cushions
b) Life iackets
c) Trapeze harnesses
d) Tool bags
e) Personal gear
NOTE: 1991 rules previously numbered 20
and up are now numbered 21 and up.
20. ADVERTISING
20.1 Advertising is allowed as permitted by
the IYRU rule 26, appendix 14.
20.2 In world and continental events a
competitor may be required or induced to
display advertising in accordance with IYRU rule
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Jan/Feb Rules for the Beginner
Rudder Maintenance
Nov/Dec Sailing Strategy
Reefing the 18 - Heavy Air
May/Jun Understanding Rules I
Jul/Aug Understanding Rules 11
Sep/Oct Understanding Rules 111
Jan/Feb Formula for Success
More to Sailing than
Tuning
Mar/Apr Flying the Magnum
Blocks
Jul/Aug Tuning the 14
Parks
Sep/Oct Flying the Super 18
Nov/Dec Evolution of Hobie 17
Tuning the 16 - Beginners
Jan/Feb Tuning the 14
Rules Before the Start
Mar/Apr From Last to First
18 Performance
May/Jun Hobie 17 Primer
Staying Ahead
Sep/Oct Anatomy of a Roll Tack
Jul/Aug Hobie 14 Tips
Regatta Management
Nov/Dec Hobie 21 Introduction
May/Jun Inside Hobie Hulls
Jul/Aug 21 Spinnaker Tips
Sep/Oct Notes for 16 Performance
Nov/Dec New Sailor Dictionary
Successful Trapezing
Jan/Feb Winter Sailing Spots
Mar/Apr Hobie 18 Tuning
May/Jun Pleasure Sailing
Hobie 21 Update
Jul/Aug You Just Bought a Hobie.
Now What?
Sep/Oct Charterboating
Nov/Dec Northwest Passage Sails
Jan/Feb COMPTIP 442
Controversy
Mar/Apr Spinnaker Pole vs. Bridle
May/Jun Hobie History
JuUAug Sport Cat
Anatomy of an 18
Sep/Oct Team Metcalfe
Nov/Dec 16 Setup and Tuning
Jan/Feb Boat Refurbishing
Physical Conditioning
Program
Mar/Apr 1991 Division Book
May/Jun Miracle 20
Hobie 17 Tuning - Part 1
Jul/Aug Hobie 17 Tuning - Part 2
Sep/Oct Setting Your Sights to Win
Nov/Dec Hobie 16 - Part 1: Setup

Inli
appendix 14.
21.1 d) Protest flags will measure a minimum
of 10 in. X 10 in. (250 mm X 250 mm) and shall
be square or the shape of code flag B,
21.8 A yacht touching a mark may exonerate
herself by sailing well clear of all yachts as soon
as possible after the incident, and remaining
clear while she makes one complete 360-degree
circle in the same direction, including one tack
and one jibe. Modifies IYRU Appendix 3 rule 1.1
and IYRU rule 52.2 (a, b) part V.
24,2 Protests must be filed IN WRITING with
the protest committee within 0.5 hours after the
last boat in the last race of the day, sa#ihg
directly from the finishing area to the beach or
the race committee, whichever is last, reaches
the shore.
24.4 The race committee, or any IHCA officer,
reserves the right to inspect any boat at any time
during the course of an event and to warn or
protest it for equipment violations.
25.1 All appeals shall follow the procedures
as outlined in IYRU rules 77 and 78.
25.2 Delete
25.3 Delete
25.4 Delete
26.1 Valid questions regarding these rules
may be ruled on an interim basis by the
executive director and must be approved by the
IYRU. The rulings, as needed, will be accepted,
rejected or modified by the IHCA Rules
Committee and ratified by the /HCA Counci/ and
approved by the IYRU before achieving
permanent status in the Class Rules.
27.2 e) A reprint of the rule book,

HOBIE 14 CLASSIC
1.3 Delete
2.3 The HOBIE CAT COMPANY supplied
integrated traveler systems are class legal.
3.2 The top of the black band is located 20 ft.
7-1/2 in. (6.29 m) from the top of the mast not
including the mast cap.
5.9 Delete
6.1 No minimum.

HOBIE 14 TURBO
10. MINIMUM CREW WEIGHT
10.1 The minimum crew weight of a Hoble 14
Turbo shall be 150 lbs. (68.1 kg)

HOBIE 16
1.3 Delete
2.4 The HOBIE CAT COMPANY supplied
integrated traveler systems are class legal.
3.3 Dacron sails built from IHCA approved
patterns and manufactured by Hobie Cat
Company are class legal,
3.4 Mylar sails built from IHCA approved
patterns and manufactured by the HOBIE CAT
COMPANY are class legal in the North American
Region only. Mylar sails shall not be class legal
for any international events.
4.1 d ) Jib halyard tension may be adjusted
while sailing. Jib ha/yard can be c/eated to both
cleats on mast to pull halyard to center of mast.
Cleats on mast may be changed to a similar
cleat. No "Cam" cleats or blocks are allowed. If
purchase is at the base of mast, it sha# not
exceed 5:1.
4.4 a) The black band is located 24 ft. 8 in.
(7.52 m) from the top of the mast not including
the mast cap.
8.1 The minimum weight of a Hobie 16,
HORIEHOTLINE

completely assembled, shall be 320 /bs.(145.5
kg). (See rule 19 of the General Rules.)

HOBIE 17
1.3 Delete
2.1 Sail downhaul purchase shall not exceed
6:1. Downhaul must cleat on mast, boom, or foot
of sail may be rigged in any manner. "Cam"
Cleats are legal.
3.1 a) The black band is located 26 ft. 10 in..
(8.18 m) from the top of the mast not inc/uding
the mast cap.
5.2 Supplied trapeze wires may be shortened, lengthened, and/or have adjustable
systems installed. Only one trapeze wire per
side.
9. TRAVELERS AND TRAVELER CARS
9.1 Any type of traveler cars that operate in
the HOBIE CAT COMPANY supplied traveler
tracks are acceptable. The tracks shall not be
a/tered, changed or added to in any way.
9.2 The HOBIE CAT COMPANY supplied
integrated traveler systems are class legal.

HOBIE 18
1.4 Delete
2B Pig tails for the purpose of attaching
blocks may be added to the clew of the jib.
3.1 Each mast shall have a black band
around it, as supplied by the HOBIE CAT
COMPANY. The black band shall be located 27
ft. (8.23 m) from the top of the mast not inc/uding
the mast cap for the 18 and 18 magnum.
5.1 Sail downhaul purchase shall not exceed
6:1 purchase, Downhaul must cleat on mast or
foot of sail and may be rigged in any manner.
"Cam" clears are legal.
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HOBIE 21
1. SAFETY EQUIPMENT
1.2 b) Righting water bags, righting pole type
devices and/or shroud lengthening devices may
be carried on board. Maximum extension of
shroud lengthening devices are 27 in. (68.6 cm).
The shroud lengthening device must be returned
to its normal storage position after use before
continuing to race.
3,1 HOB/E CATCOMPANYsupplied rudder
assemblies, rudder blades and centerboards
shall not be modified except for minimum filing to
improve fit and function.
4.1 Tiller crossbar and rudder arm connectors and end caps may be replaced with other
types.
4.2 Straight or bent tiller crossbars and tiller
arms are legal and shall be a specified length.
5.6 Reefing of any sail is permitted. Reefing
design shall be left to the owner's and designer's
choice provided it does not structurally weaken
the boat or interfere with basic functions of the
HOBIE CAT COMPANY supplied components.
6.5 Additional mast rotation devices and
related control equipment may be installed to the
owner's and/or skipper's specification provided it
does not structurally weaken the boat or interfere
with HOBIE CAT COMPANY supplied components. EL-
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Hobie in
Transition
Hobie Catters Have
Changed, Not Disappeared
BY CHRIS BROSCO, SR.
We are pleased this column has
inspired the spirited dialogue reflected in
the following friendly rebuttal. The
commentaries by active NAHCA
members Matt Bounds and Chris Brosco
show not only two sides of the coin but
the same love of our sport. Most importantly, the articles point up the very
significant fact that this column truly is of,
by and for the Hobie Cat sailor. We
intended the column to be not just for the
officers but for all NAHCA members, and
we're happy to see it has turned out to
be a forum for an exciting exchange of
ideas. -Paul Ulibarri, NAHCA Chairman.
I would like to respond to Matt Bound's
"Where Have All the Hobies Gone?" that
appeared in the North American Region
News section of the September/October
1991 HOTLINE. Although I realize the
article was not written specifically to solicit
responses, questions were raised I would
like to address.
I am the commodore of Fleet 448,
Rhode Island; 1991 marked our tenth
year as a Hobie Cat fleet. Like everyone,
we've experienced both the highs and
lows of trying to promote the "Hobie Way
of Life" for our members. Our fleet has
ridden the membership roller coaster,
but we've always been determined to
make 448 succeed.
With a record low membership of 26,
the newly elected officers sat down at
the beginning of 1990 and began to
analyze what was going wrong. We
developed and mailed a questionnaire to
our membership. Based on some
surprising responses, we embarked on
the difficult task of getting Hobie sailors
active and involved again.
We learned the membership was tired
of racing all the time. They were getting
34/JANUARY 042FEBRUARY
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older; some had married and were
raising families. They still wanted to enjoy
Hobies, but now wished to do it as a unit.
Fleet members wanted Hobie sailing
to be different from the hustle-bustle of
their everyday lives. As one respondent
put it, "If I wanted additional stress in my
life, I'd work all weekend. Sailing is my
relaxation." That sentiment was shared
by a large number of people.

New Improved Fleet Activities
Awareness of these attitudes forced
us as fleet officers to use our imagination. We began to supplement the
regular racing schedule with fun days
incorporating relay races, balloon tosses
and water olympics, all performed on a
Hobie. Next came Learn-to-Sail events
and our Sail Picnics, which took members and their Hobies off to nearby
islands to enjoy some sun, sailing and
outdoor barbecues.
In a joint venture with the University of
Rhode Island, we taught two Hobie
beginner courses to completely sold-out
classes, in hopes of turning on more
people to Hobie sailing. Soon, membership was on the increase.
Next, officers hit the pavement. We
combed beaches and neighborhoods
looking for Hobies; stuffing the ones we
found with informational packets about
our fleet. We visited the local Hobie Cat
dealer, got his catalog mailing list and
combined it with the mailing list we had
compiled over the last ten years.
Through a mass mailing we reintroduced
the fleet and explained what we were up
to these days.
We also helped sell boats for our
dealer at the Rhode Island boat show. It
helped the dealer and gave added
visibility to the fleet. In appreciation, the
dealer now offers all members a 10%
discount on all Hobie parts.
By April 1990, we published our first
newsletter; we continue to put out five or
six issues a year. We did all this, kept our
fees super, super-low, carried full
insurance, and never scheduled
anything that conflicted with the divisional racing schedule.
In short, we created a 60/40 format:
60% fun stuff, 40% racing. Our members
love it. The bottom line: in less than two
years, membership has risen from 26 to
a record high of 81. Guess what else?
Hardly a week goes by'when someone
doesn't call to ask for a registration
packet so they can join.

To Most, Money IS An Object
As a host fleet for a divisional points
regatta, let me tell you, Matt, regattas
aren't cheap for the fleet or the participant. First there's water access, which
can be at a premium in some areas,
thwarting all efforts to get a group of
Hobies together at all. Then, for safety

reasons and justifiably, one committee
and three chase boats are required. Next
comes the excessive amount of insurance many municipalities require to use
their sites; close to 50 trophies to go
three deep, skipper and crew, in all
classes; porta-johns; permit fees ... 1
think you get the point.
These are the fixed regatta fees
whether you have 20 boats or 200 boats.
In actuality, it takes close to 50 boats to
break even. With expenses such as
these, Matt, it's hard to return to the
"simpler days" of which you spoke.
For the average participant, registration fees combined with lodging, meal
and transportation expenses can be
prohibitive. Matt, I'm certainly not making
fun of you, because I respect the work
you are doing for Hobie Catting, but are
you really going to put 15,000 miles on
your vehicle regatta-hopping? As an
average "Joe," I hope I don't put 15,000
miles on my car at all this year. Do you
have laundry and a lawn at your house?
Not all of us can jump in the car and go
at the drop of a hat.
Someone reading that 15,000-mile,
March-to-October statement in your
article will assume that unless they have
the time and money to be THAT committed, they probably shouldn't think about
participating. Matt, remember the
"average person."

Where, Hohie? There, Hobie!
Where have all the Hobies gone?
Matt, my friend, they're still out there with
owners just waiting for a tap on the
shoulder and someone to say, "Hey, the
fleet's changed and we'd really like you
to give us another try." Certainly, I'm not
about to trivialize the fact that playtime is
harder to find in our demanding lives or
that volunteerism in organizations such
as ours is at a minimum, burning out
many energetic fleet officers.
So what do we do? Well, let's work as a
team, like the association we are, to keep
regatta costs down so everyone can enjoy
their Hobie. Let's be sensitive to who the
Hobie sailors of the '90s are, and give
them what they want rather than shove
down their throat a schedule that has no
justification for its existence other than the
rationalization "We did it last year" or
"That's what we've always done."
The "Hobie Way of Life" is undergoing
a transition, not that far removed from the
one Hobie Cat, the company, has had to
endure. There's a lot of hard work ahead
for all the fleets and the divisions, but
with enthusiasm and a true caring for our
sport of choice, the "Hobie Way of Life"
can and will survive. Moving forward with
that attitude, it won't be long before we'll
all be saying, "Hey, where did all these
Hobies come from?" .5L_
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FLEET
FULL MOON OVER
HARRISON
FLEET 214, DIVISION 4
HARRISON, B.C., CANADA
AUG. 31-SEPT. 2,1991
BY STEVE JUNG
Full Moon Over Harrison is a
Division 4 points regatta which is
hosted by Hobie Fleet 214 and held
at the ever popular Harrison Lake.
This is just 3 hours north of Seattle
and only 2 hours east of Vancouver,
B.C. It is a particularly popular regatta because of its picturesque
scenery and reliable thermal winds
which generate up through Fraser
Valley.
Despite a heavy downpour of
rain on Friday, most sailors rolled into
Harrison that night. Those who had
pre-registered motel rooms were
thankful because rooms are very
scarce during peak tourist season.
Little did everyone know that I
watched the weather forecast that
night and the weatherman insisted
thatwecouldexpectaclearingtrend
starting Sunday and by Monday we
would have clear skies and warm
weather. When I told everyone that
story, I got nothing but jeers and
boos. Of course, itdidn'thelpthatwe
heldtheskippers' meeting insidethe
community hall out of the pouring
rain which greeted us on Saturday
morning. Plus, there wasn't anywind
on the lake. No problem. Tom Ling,
Ken Marshack and Stan Breed, just
back from the 18 Nationals, told us
how things went.
By 2:00 PM, the wind was up,
so we held 2 races in the rain. Although the sailors were reluctant at
first to even suit up, they had a great
time on the race course. Surprisingly, the 18 fleetwasthe largestwith
15 boats and we started them with
the 21 and the SXs. After 2 races, we
had 2 surprise front runners from
Kelowna - Ron Rubadeau and Ed
Fenwick. For the 16As, reliable John
Corrie had 2 bullets. Likewise the
same for Donna Hewitt in the 16Bs
and Paul Carter in the 17s.
On Saturday evening, everyone had a chance to shower up and
change intosome dryclothes before
a great chicken dinner with all the
fixingswasserved up by Lori's Diner.
Sunday served just what the
weatherman ordered. Sunny and
windy. Starting early, we ran 4 long
races and had the sailors back on the
beach by 4:30 PM, Everyone admitted they had an exhausting day. The
18fleetturnedouttobeawashbucket
of placings. New challengers
emerged including Dieter Cramer
and Ken Marshack, but Ed Fenwick
maintained a slim lead without even
winning a single race - Mr. Consistency. In the 16As, John Corrie continued to dominate and likewise
Donna Hewitt in the 16Bs. PauICarter
maintained a slim 17 lead despite
DaveWilderwinning 3 of the 4 races.
HOBIEHOTLINE

Rosean Martinezemerged from 16C
pack also with a slim lead.
We started Monday with hot
and sunny weather. Unfortunately,
the wind was coming from the north
(the thermal comes from the oppositedirection).Wetookachanceand
startedracinganyway.Wewerelucky
to get off 2 light wind races.
Thanks, everyone, for making
Full Moon Over Harrison a success!
CONNECTICUT STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP
FLEET 31, DIVISION 12
BROOKFIELD, CT
OCTOBER 12-13, 1991
BY V. GAIL FORCE
Two sunny and beautiful days
promised a good regatta for Fleet 31
this past October. Whatwasobvious
from the onset was the careful planning of each of the regatta committees. A great round of thanks goes to
those who made this year's regatta
one of the smoothest run on record.
Special thanks to 31's sponsors: Candlewood East, CenterBank
of Brookfield, 7-11, Widow Browns,
Dunkin' Donuts and Quality Inn.
Making registration, free raffle
anddinnerat Candlewood Innasuccess were Pam, Chris, Cliff and Jenniferpushingdinnerticketsandsweat
shirt sales. Raffle and registration
giveaway sponsors included Timex,
Chums, Hobie Cat Company, Hobie
Apparel, Harken, Murrays Marine,
Kisme, USYRU, Coleman and the
McNett Corporation. Rick White Sailing Seminars donated $100 certificates to the two 168 and 16C winners. Thanks to all.
31's newest members, Al
Burkhauser, Roseann DeMatteo and
Phil and Judy Oftedahl, worked wonders with the morning coffee and
boatmoving. Thanksto all thosewho
helped with directing traffic, parking
and boat moving. I think I saw Scott
and Mike in on this too. Mike really
outdid himself this year with the trophies! They were beautiful, particularly those for first place.
Behind the scenes, Peter
Farmer braved a steady downpour
on Friday bringing in Bob and Lois
Talbot's committee boat and the
Candlewood Yacht Club marks. And
Lois, Pete's wife, checked in each of
the 68 racing crews both days. Pam,
Gail and Wyatt started the regatta
weekend early towing boats to the
Brookfield beach in the rain. Cliff Sr.,
Gerry Blom and Jim Talbot made up
the race committee along with Jim
and Gail.
Perhaps the least recognized
are the crash boat crews. Many
thanks to Al B. again, Larry and
MaryKay Bowdish; best wishes to
MaryKaywho'srecuperatingfroman
auto accident injury.
There's
more:
Chris
Hendrickson, Jim Talbot, Bruce
Hoffman, Jeff Duncan and Steve

NEWS
Barry (driving Bill Shea's boat), and
all the unnamed crews who helped
keep the regatta a safe event. With
only one protest for the weekend,
(thatincredible lastraceon Sunday),
thanks go to Barry, Bill Shea, Barry
Coutermarsh, Colin Walklet, Drake
Barber, Don Ouimette and Bob
Howard for standing by and helping
out as the protest committee. And,
thanks to Florence McCarty and
Sheila Burgess for serving up
Sunday's hot lunch. Barry Burgess,
JanetAnderheggen and Yvette Newton brought the sodas. And, special
thanks to retiring Commodore and
Secretary, Jim Bird and V. Gail Force
for pulling all the looseendstogether
this year.
RHODE ISLAND FALL
CLASSIC
FLEET 448, DIVISION 12
SCARBOROUGH BEACH
NARRAGANSETT, RI
SEPTEMBER 28-29, 1991
BY CHRIS BROSCO, SR.
Well, weweren't as rusty asthe
Tin ManintheWizardofOz, butithad
been at least three years since our
fleet had hosted its last points regatta. Sponsors to round up, buffet
and dance to organize, permits, insurance ... Not that I'm telling you
anything you don't already know. So
with a team of nearly 30 volunteers
we began, that cold day in November of '90, to organize a race that
wouldn't take place for another 11
months.
All in all, everything went
smoothly until we got BOB'd in August-Hurricane Bobthatis! Rhode
Island's most beautiful beach,
Scarborough, had given up virtually
all its snow-white, fine-grain sand to
Bob. After removing the excrement
from our drawers (that's magazine
lingoforyou knowwhat),wemetwith
state officials who did the best job
they could to get the beach back in
shape forus. Muchtoourdelight, the
weekend we had chosen turned out
to be sunny, windy, and attended by
57 teams from all over New England.
Brian Franco, our race committee expert, gave the spinnaker class
something to smile about; a long
course exclusively for them. On Saturdaytheyhad along B-markand, to
accommodatetheshiftinwind direction, along C-markon Sunday. Hobie
21 and SX skippers were in "spinnaker heaven." Seas remained relatively flat, considering the 15-20 knot
winds that greeted us on both days.
Gusts on Saturday, though, led to
several capsizes, especially in the
afternoon. Cold and tired, everyone
appeared more than happy to call it
a day after race three.
Our Saturday night buffet/
dance party at the Dutch Inn in Galilee proved that Hobie sailors do get
to a point where they can't eat an-

other bite. Over 100 people were
tempted by more great food than the
HOTLINE has space to list. Several
people had to have their thighs
greased just to get out the door that
night. ( Insertlaughhere!)Musicfrom
the"InThe Mix" DJsfrom KIX-106 FM
and a super raffle supported with
top-notch gifts from Hobie Cat Company, Hobie Apparel, HOTLINE,
Harken, Soundings, Murrays Marine,
Sailing World, Stringer Engineering
Company, KISME, West Systems,
Shaw's Supermarkets, Multihulls
Magazine, Stohiquist and a few Tshirts and boat stickers from fellow
fleet member Joe "Wild Thing"
Manganellohelpedmaketheevening
a great success and time.
Our local dealer, Megrews
Boats, who has sold Hobies since
dayone, wasonhandovertheweekend to sell parts and, if you can
believe it, view their first points regatta ever. For owners Elaine and
Mike Megrew, theaction, atmosphere
and camaraderie of a Hobie regatta
proved to be so overwhelming that
they stayed for the duration. Mike
also donated his services to those
needing repairs. With tools, rivets,
parts and a lot of Hobie fixing experience, Mike got everyone up and
running without missing a beat.
The awarding of 61 trophies on
Sundayafternoon notonlyended the
festivities but also brought to a close
what many participants said was the
bestrunregattaoftheentiresummer
schedule. Now, that's a real compliment when you hear things like that
from peoplewhohad organized their
own fleet's regattas earlier in the season. Maybe we weren't as rusty as
we thought. The bottom line is that a
fleet is only as good as its members,
its dealer and its sponsors. We are
fortunate to have some of the best
New England has to offer.
Our final thanks goes to our
three majorsponsors fortheirhelp in
putting this eventoverthetop. Tothe
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of
southeastern New England, thanks
for standing by us at every points
regatta we've ever held. Thanks for
the greatT-shirts too! We are grateful
to Bacardi Imports for their contribution of Bacardi Anejo Rum ( not easily
found in the U.S.A.) to all first place
teams, both skipper and crew. Everyone was thrilled to get a bottle.
And finallyto Newport Creamery, the
40 unit restaurant and ice cream
chain, who provided breakfast, juice
and coffee for nearly 150 people
each morning. Words can't begin to
say enough about these fine sponsors or our raffle contributors. A big
Fleet 448 thanks to all the participants, too. We'll do it again in '92 if
you promise to return and bring another Hobie or two with you! Until
then, we'll be looking for 8 or 10 tons
of sand for the beach. AL-1
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RACE• • SULTS
DIVISION 2
18 AND 17 DIVISIONALS
FLEET 3, DIVISION 2
LONG BEACH, CA
SEPTEMBER 7-8,1991
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
1. Steve Timm
3.00
6.75
2. Greg Thomas
3. Roger Brown
11.00
4. Bruce Miller
21.00
23.00
5. Ted Undley
6. Jock McGraw
23.00
7. Ron Wagniere
31.00
8. Mike Harper
31.00
9. Lam' Mondragon
32.00
10. Team Mai-Al
34.00
37.00
11. Brian Hefferman
38.00
12. Dan Veenbass
13. J. Pettit
45.00
14. Larry Ashton
46.00
48.00
15. Team Gira
16. John Charleston
58.00
17. David Crocker
65.00
18. Greg Claybaugh
71.00
HOBIE 18B
POINTS
1. Jim Savage
8.50
2. Rick Hankins
10.00
10.75
3. Mike Halberstadt
4. Roy Delis
12.75
5. Team from Hell
15.75
6. Rick Gillett
19.00
20.00
7. Bill Ryan
27.00
8. Glenn Wadsworth
9. Curljs Smith
32.00
10. Tim Olson
37.00
11. Shirley Palmer
44.00
HOBIE 18C
POINTS
1. Jeri Bowen
3.00
2. Bob Garcia
9.00
3. Gene Vasquez
11.00
HOBIE 17A
POINTS
1. Fred Fogerty
6.25
12.75
2. Bruce Fields
13.00
3. Steve Leo
14.75
4. Roger Jenkins
5. Wayne Schafer
25.00
26.00
6- Bill Myrter
27.00
7. Erik Bjerrring
8. Dick Blount
29.00
30.00
9. Dan DeLave
31.00
10. Michael Kramer
11. Jeff Conner
37.00
12. Jack Unn
40.00
42.00
13. Tom DeLong
14. Kirk Wells
49.00
15. Steve Kerckhoff
49.00
51.00
16. John Bauldry
HOBIE 17B
POINTS
5.50
1. Gordon Gracia
2. Randy Toole
6.50
11.75
3. Doug Hosford
4. Bob Colvin
14.00
5. Tim German
17.00
PINATA REGATTA
FLEET 514, DIVISION 2
PUERTO PENASCO, SONORA,
MEXICO
OCTOBER 19·20,1991
POINTS
HOBIE 21
1. Douglas/Hametmann
3.75
POINTS
HOBIE 20
1. Skidmore/Skidmore
3.00
8.00
2. Cummings/Palmer
HOBIE SX-18
POINTS
1. Rhodes/McIntosh
3.00
POINTS
HOBIE 18A
1. Parizeau/Thomas
3.00
2. Heffeman/Nodnsky
9.75
12.00
3. Undley/Lindley
16.00
4. Wagniere/McLeod
16.00
5. Mondragon/Searan
25.00
6. Charleston
27.00
7. Veenbaas/Vandehay
27.00
8. Eger/Eger
9. Hankins/Hankins
31.00
32.00
10. Partch/Partch
POINTS
HOBIE 18B
9.50
1. Fisher/Fisher
2. Knipp/George
11.75
16.75
3. Mitchell/Cindy
19.00
4. Brown/Brown
5. Segerstrom/Desrosiers
20.00
22.75
6. Prosser/Prosser
25.00
7. Maybeno/Toff
26.00
8. Marengo/Marengo
27.00
9. Ray/Ray
28.00
10. Mulay/Mulay
40.00
11. Palmer/Palmer
12. Wuelpenl/Marin
43.00
45.00
13. Gillett/Herbst
HOBlE 18C
POINTS
1. Roseberry/Rosebeny
3.00
2. McCIanahan/McCIanahan
11.75
12.00
3. Meder/Meder
4. Saunders/Juergens
17.00
18.00
5. Jacobson/Jacobson

6. Givens/Sones
7. George/George
8. Dagpett/Delay
9. Renick/Renick
10. Beeck/Engle
11. Walsh
HOBIE 18N
1. Upham/Fisk
2. Harmon/Hannon
3. Johnson/Smith
4. Jansen/Hallenbeck
5. Masanomendal
6. Turner/James
7. Mack'MilicI
8. Robins/Wilkerson
9. Lynds/Lynds
HOBIE 178
1. Dave Bodett
2. Laurie MacGillivray
HOBIE 16A
1. Winkler/Mindy
2. Hauser/Berg
3. Harper/Carol
4. Ashley/Ferguson
5. Dolan/Dolan
6. Wells/Bums
7. Froeb/Ishayik
HOBIE 168
1. Lowe/McMaster
2. Krauss/Krauss
3. Redding/Redding
4. ZimmermarVZimmerman
5. Perlmutter/Perlmutter
6. Haneman/Haneman
7. Banks/Banks
8. Cox/Cox
9. Smith/Grady
10. Youngwerth/Youngwerth
11. Attardmieden
12. Kirschner/Kirschner
HOBIE 16C
1. Grandbois/Poquino
2. Hauser/McDonald
3. McMaster/Click
4 Phelan/Phelan
5. Kocka/Carlos
6. Schrader/Schrader
7 Peto/Sebree
8. Purciel/Marianne
9. Neis/Senecal
10. Baade/White
11. Novak/Novak
12. Bruchhauser/Bruchhauser
13. Balschmidt/Nelson
14. Delacey/Atwell
15. Brykczynski• Sandness
16. Brewer/Brewer
17. McCabe
18. SchuttSchutt
19. Checkon/Trego
20. Smith/Talmadge
21. While/White
HOBIE 16N
1. Senecal/Claunch
2. Botsford
3. Brown/Brown
4. Netherby/Netherby
5. Garcia/Bunce
6. Barton/Neims
7. Worthington/Trione
8. Bierschbach/Grant
9. Marstand/Marsland
HOBIE 14T
1. Bob Heyer

20.00
21.00
30.00
32.00
35.00
37.00
POINTS
5.25
5.50
11.00
16.00
22.00
22.00
25.00
27.00
28.00
POINTS
3.00
6.75
POINTS
3.00
7.75
10.00
16.00
17.00
19.00
23.00
POINTS
6.75
7.50
12.75
18.00
20.00
21.75
22.00
25.00
29.00
34.00
36.00
39.00
POINTS
4.25
11.75
14.00
20.00
21.00
25.00
31.00
34.00
36.00
38.00
38.00
40.00
40.00
42.00
49.00
57.00
58.75
61.00
75.00
77.00
77.00
POINTS
5.50
8.75
14.00
15.00
18.00
18.50
24.00
27.00
34.00
POINTS
3.50

DIVISION 4
FULL MOON OVER HARRISON
FLEET 214, DIVISION 4
VANCOUVER, B.C.,CANADA
AUGUST 31·SEPTEMBER 2,1991
POINTS
HOBIE 21
5.25
1. Hodgson/Hodgson
HOBIE SX-18
POINTS
1. Courler/Courter
5.25
14.00
2. Blaha/Blaha
28.00
3. Pagan/Pagan
POINTS
HOBIE 18A
28.25
1. Cramer/Cramer
30.00
2. Fenwick/Stoltz
35.75
3. Marshack/Marshack
40.00
4. Wright/Wright
5. Rubadeau/MacDonnell
41.75
41.75
6. Ling/ljng
45.00
7. Breed/Zukerman
8. Quigley/Quigley
46.75
48.00
9. McKams/Berton
49.00
10. Swaislandmithers
49.75
11. Mitchell/Mitchell
53.00
12. Lawrence/Lawrence
13. Latonde/Nofth
70.00
86.00
14. McLellen/Gorke
106.00
15. EichstadVWorkontin
POINTS
HOBIE 17A
8.75
1. Dave Wilder
10.25
2. Paul Carter
19.50
3. Bob Whisler
22.00
4. John Vunik
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HOBIE 16A
1. Corrie/Stamborsky
2. NelsoWFams
3. Baker/Baker
4. Robinson/Mitchel
5. Eaton/Butchar·t
6. White/Gilderhuys
7. Petranek/Janders
8. McGIashan/Andrea
9. Lawry/Marshack
10. Noms/Smith
11. Jones/Heather
HOBIE 168
1 . Hewitt/Davenport
2. Hilton/Hilton
3. Adams/Burslem
HOBIE 16C
1. Martinez/Ameson
2. Quesnelle/Quesnelle
3. Breuner/Breuner
4. Stevens/Rhodes
5. Gruber/Rod
6. Sharp

POINTS
14.00
17.50
19.75
35.00
37.75
39.00
40.00
43.00
48.00
63.00
84.00
POINTS
8.50
14.75
21.00
24.00
26.75
POINTS
10.25
14.50
18.75
28.00
30.00
49.00

DIVISION 6
WILD BILL REGATTA '91
FLEET 8, DIVISION 6
TEXAS CITY, TX
OCTOBER 19-20,1991
HOBIE 20
1. Reynolds
2. Brast
HOBIE 18A
1. Richnow
2. Davis
3. Crouch
4. Johnson
5. Puffer
6. Mimlitch
7. Strohm
HOBIE 188
1. Mimlitch
2. Biggs
3. Gremillion
4. Smith
5. Kingan
HOBIE 1BM
1. Bohannon
2. Roscher
3. Hyatt
4. Putman
5. Monosmith
6. Rigg
HOBIE 17A
1. Eller
HOBIE 178
1. Donica
2. Mermonstein
3. Vera
HOBIE16A
1. Kuc
2. Seta
3. Whittington
4. Bach
5. Wilson
6. Shaw
7. Rourke
8. Bacon
9. Sykes
HOBIE 16B
1. Warren
2. Peters
3. Veale
4. Pierpoline
5. Siebold
6. Urband
7. Maher
8. Walsh
HOBIE 16C
1. Whittington
2. Loubiere
3. Vrabel
4. Stobbs
5. Thomas
6. Anga
7. Tumham
8. Barnes
HOBIE 14T
1. Foreman

POINTS
4.25
5.50
POINTS
4.25
775
8.75
14.00
17.00
24.00
24.00
POINTS
3.00
6.75
14.00
14.00
18.00
POINTS
3.00
8.75
12.00
15.00
16.00
20.00
POINTS
3.00
POINTS
3.00
8.00
11.0
POINTS
6.50
9.75
11.75
12.75
19.00
19.00
20.00
26.00
32.00
POINTS
4.25
6.75
9.75
15.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
28.00
POINTS
4.25
8.50
10.00
14.00
17.00
21.00
27.00
30.00
POINTS
3.50

s. • i';11225'gg

DIVISION 11
SHBCC REGATTA
FLEET 250, DIVISION 11
ATLANTIC HIGHLANDS, NJ
SEPTEMBER 14·15,1991
HOBIE 21
POINTS
1. Paliwoda/Maddock
4.25

2. Pedersen/Pascale
a Herrmann/Cote
4. SchmidVSchmidt
HOBIE 18
1. Patterson/Patterson
2. Cloud/Cloud
HOBIE 18M
1. Bassista/Fraser
2. Sawitz/Ferry
HOBIE 17
1. Schmidbauer
2. Ackroyd
3. Burley
4. Travis
5. Krause
6. VVagner
7. White
8. Villa
9. Robgs
10. Matthews
11. Kimmel
12. Sherrn
13. Fritts
HOBIE 16A
1. Myers/Santorelli
2. Gfanden/Edwards
3. MacConnell/MacConnell
4. Komwebel/Lopez
5. McVeigh/Buthy
6. Sullivan/Dewan
7. Sterling/Burtey
8. DeFuria/Myers
HOBIE 168
1. Raybon/lanone
2. Schneider/Schneider
3. Witt/Krick
4. Johnson/Bustard
HOBIE 16C
1. NeedhanVNeedham
2. ChurcWChurch
3. Baker/Barba
4. Magliaro/McCabe
5. Jackson/Jones
6. Fortuna/Fortuna
7. Waltsak/Szydlowski

7.50
11.00
13.00
POINTS
4.25
5.50
POINTS
4.25
6.75
POINTS
7.50
8.75
14.75
16.00
16.75
20.00
21.00
24.00
28.00
37.00
39.00
41.00
52.00
POINTS
7.25
8.75
11.75
17.00
17.00
22.00
24.00
24.00
POINTS
3.00
8.75
11.00
11.00
POINTS
6.50
6.75
7.50
15.00
15.00
23.00
25.00

DIVISION 12
CONNECTICUT STATE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
FLEET 31, DIVISION 12
CANDLEWOOD LAKE, CT
OCTOBER 12·13,1991
HOBIE 21
POINTS
1. Finn/Mciarthy
2.25
2. Burgess/0'Hara
6.00
3. Muth/Langevin
8.00
4. Vanante/Tarallo
11.75
5. Webster/Maheris
15.00
6. McCarthy/Ayer
16.00
7. Cutillo/Bissonnette
17.00
8. Manganello/Finn
18.00
9. Stroiny/McCarthy
26.00
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
1. White/Seldon
4.75
2. WalkieVWalklet
6.50
3. Shea/Shea
6.75
4. Barber/Lee
10.00
5. Ferrara/Lynch
11.00
6. Farmer/Farmer
14.00
HOBIE 188
POINTS
1. Latham/MCCarthy
2.25
2. St. George/Dessanti
4.75
HOBIE SX-18
POINTS
1. Borchers/Hamilton
2.25
2. Parkinson/Aylward
6.00
3. Thomas/Fox
6.75
4. Perry/Murphy
11.00
5. Sahr/Shear
14.00
HOBIE 17
POINTS
1. Mike Garrett
2.25
2. Roger White
9.00
3. Mick Roberts
9.75
4. S. A. Efstathiou
11.00
5. James Travis
15.00
6. Mike Bruley
17.00
7. Scott Newton
17.00
8. Bob Pickett
18.00
9. Tom Kustes
21.00
10. John Sherm
24.00
11. Tom Kimmel
28 00
12. Mill Dinhofer
32.00
13. Ed Solomon
33.00
14. Wyatt Defreitas
35.00
15. Jim Matthews
41.00
HOBIE 16A
POINTS
1. McCarthy/Boatspede
4.50
2. Magjn/Magjn
735
3. Stanley/Stanley
9.00
4. Baker/Johnson
11.75
5. Coutermarsh/Clarke
13.00
6. Ciembroniewicz/Rundell
16.00
7. Ouimette/Howard
17.00
8. Bonner/Picozzi
17.00
18.00
9. Snyder/Barlow
10. HamiltorVJennifer
24.00
11. Stanzione/Stanzione
29.00

12. Baker/Baker
31.00
HOBIE 168
POINTS
1. Anderheggen/Mulvaney
3.50
2. Larkin/Pastore
3.50
3. Smith/Bemardini
7.00
4. Morgan/Richmond
12.00
5. Leger/Peaht
13.00
6. Robinson/Abbot
16.00
HOBIE 16C
POINTS
1. Swinlarski/Riddle
4.50
2. Thibodeau/Dubreuil
4.75
3. Levy/rorzilli
6.75
4. Mackeit/Sylvester
10.00
5. Corbin/Corbin
12.00
6. Nadeau/Johnson
14.00
7. Magin/Magin
17.00
8. Bowdishmanquillo
24.00
9. Herrmann/0'Brien
24.00
RHODE ISLAND FALL CLASSIC
FLEET 448, DIVISION 12
SCARBOROUGH STATE BEACH
NARRAGANSETT, RI
SEPTEMBER 28-29,1991
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
1. Walklet/Walklet
4.25
2. Burgess/Williams
5.50
3. Ferrara/Gottzandt
13.00
4. Shea/Barry
16.00
5. Erickson/Goodwin
18.00
6. Finn/Bissonnette
20.00
HOBIE 188
POINTS
1. Bird/Force
5.50
2. St. George/Nobrega
6.50
3. Nadeau/Latham
8.75
4. Dionne/Lemire
13.00
5. Mulvey/Mulvey
20.00
HOBIE SX-18
POINTS
1. Perry/Siekmar
3.00
2. Haile/Kelly
6.75
HOBIE 17
POINTS
1. Garrett
4.25
2. Knowlton
7.50
3. Efstathiou
8.00
4. Newton
16.00
5. Blom
20.00
6. Kustes
28.00
7. Ratichek
29.00
8. Sylvestre
30.00
9. Marsialo
34.00
10. Dinhofer
36.00
11. Pickett
41.00
HOBIE 16A
POINTS
1. McCarty/Boatspede
3.00
2. Baker/Baker
6.75
3. Ferrara/Ferrara
15.00
4. Ouimette/Lathrop
17.00
5. CoutermarsWCIarke
17.00
18.00
6. Yates/Power
7. Stanley/Stanley
25.00
8. Kagan/Fink
31.00
9. Keyes/Keyes
31.00
HOBIE 168
POINTS
1. Anderheggen/Mulvaney
3.00
2. Smith/Duncan
8.75
3. Gardner/Ga/ey
11.00
4. Larocque/Picozza
13.00
5. Garbero/Kohalmi
16.00
6. Laursen/Esten
20.00
HOWE 16C
POINTS
1. Morgan/Richmond
775
2. White/Vinciguerra
12.00
3. Johnson/Bell
12.75
4. Greene 11/Teatrault
13.75
5. Mackell/Heroux
16.00
6. DeRoller/Lund
17.50
7. Weeks/Sbarra
21.00
8. Heroux/Powers
32.00
SALISBURY BEACH REGATTA
FLEET 496, DIVISION 12
SALISBURY BEACH STATE
RESERVATION, MA
SEPTEMBER 21·22, 1991
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
1. Burgess/Lynch
4.50
2. Barber/Lee
13.00
3. Massi/Nicolas
21.75
4. Gagnon/Choineire
22.00
5. Guay/Pineau
30.00
6. Harwood/Harwood
33.00
7. Erickson/Goodwin
35.00
8. Miller/Sullivan
39.00
9. Prouty/Wheeler
46.00
HOBIE 188
POINTS
1. Laurendeau/Laurendeau
10.25
2. St. George/SL George
11.50
3. Dionne/Garand
12.75
4. Hibbard/Goodnow
19.75
HOBIE SX-18
POINTS
1. Borchers/West
5.75
2. Parkinson/Aylward
12.50
3. Perry/Duncan
15.00
4. Kalinowski
19.00
POINTS
HOBIE 17
1. Ted Knowlton
6.75
2. Tom Kustes
14.00

HOBIEHOTLINE

IHOBIE &:VATH 16 [*
RAC ZIFEk SULTS
3. Bob Pickett
4. Martin Levy
HOBIE 16A
1. Baker/Johnson
2. Baker/Baker
3. Stanley/Stanley
4. Picozzi/Bonner
5. Garand/Garand
6. Keyes/Keyes

1800
1975
POINTS
10.25
12.50
17.75
20.00
26.75
28.00

HOBIE 168
1. Coutermarsh/Clarke
2. Pastore/Larkin
3. Reardon/Nancy
4. Gardner/Seymour
5. Wheeler/Morin
6. Pierpont/Bonnie
7. Coes/Coes
8. Smith/Crossman
HOBIE 16C
1. Hawley/Hawley
2. Weeks/Dudek
3. Nadeau/Stevens
4. Johnson/Siekman
5. Gilmore/Shackford

POINTS
11.00
18.75
21.00
21.00
26.75
28.00
31.75
34.00
POINTS
5.75
10.75
18.00
18.75
29.00

DIVISION 14
SHORT MOUNTAIN SHOOTOUT
FLEET 145, DIVISION 14
KERR LAKE, OK
SEPTEMBER 14-15,1991
HOBIE 18A
POINTS
1. Troutmanmoutman
3.00
2. Holmes/Bowden
8.00
3. Rainbow
12.00
HOBIE 188
POINTS
1. Mimlitch, Jr./Mimlitch
5.50
2. Mimlitch/Mimlitch, Sr.
6.50
3. Daugherty/[)augherty
8.75
HOBIE 18C
POINTS
1. Todd/Rucker
3.00
2. Arbaugh/Erkenbrack
8.00
3. Caldwell/McVay
12.00
HOBIE 17A
POINTS
1. Phil Collins
6.75
2. Dexter Ploss
10.50
3. Pete Pattullo
14.00
4. Dennis McCredie
19.75
5. Stephen Aquart
20.00
6. Russ Mower
21.00
7. Steve Chaples
21.00
8. Kirby Crowe
22.00
9. Jim Humphrey
24.75
10. Phil Trotter
28.00
11. Jane Sherrod
32.00
12. Johnny LaPorte
41.00
HOBIE 17C
POINTS
1. Bill Fort)Is
300
HOBIE 16A
PO 1 NTS
1. Boyd/Wintemitz
5.25
2. Brown/Brown
8.75
3. Fuller/Summers
11.00
4. Sanemar/Stochmos
16.75
5. Mcintosh/Mcintosh
20.00
6. Lawyer/Lawyer
21.00
7. Dickinson/Jones
24.00
8. Denny/Denny
25.00
9. Keller/Burris
26.00
10. Richards/Richards
34.00
11. Bridgman/Groeneweg
37.00
HOBIE 16B
POINTS
1. WilliamsonWilliamson
3.00
2. Johnson/Allen
9.00
3. Carter/Carter
9.75
4. Dewey/Douthitt
12.00
5. Stevens/Hess
20.00
HOBIE 14T
POINTS
1. Paul Beddow
4.25
2. Dick Fruland
6.50
3. Don Capes
10.00
NATIONALS
HOBIE 18
U.S. NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
COYOTE POINT, SAN FRANCISCO,
CA, AUGUST 19.24,1991
HOBIE 18
SKIPPER/CREW
ST POINTS
1. Parizeau/Thomas CA
23.75
2. J. Alter/Ward
CA
30.50
3. Egusa/Kiel-Deans CA
51.75
4. Dunn/Scott
CA
52.75
5. Mooneyham/Trevey CA
79.00
6. Porter/Hess
NV
81.00
7. Bjerring/Froeb
CA
87.25
8. Rayfuse/Harris
CA
127.00
9. Goodell/Vaughan CA
147.00
10. Brown/Wong
CA
156.00
11. Wagniere/McLeod CA
156.00
12. Ashton/Cowley
CA
157.00
HOBIEHOTLINE

13. Marshack'Marshack Or
159.75
14. Lindley/Undley
AZ
185.45
15. Yahalom/Yahalom CA
193.00
16. Cockroft/Cockroft CA
197.00
17. Hill/Hill
CA
203.00
18. Browneurnight
CA
215.00
19. Burting/Farrell
CA
229.00
20. Ferree/Claassen
IL
231.00
236.00
21. Lewis/Lehman
CA
22. Leonard/Leonard CA
246.00
23. Mondragon/Searan AZ
250.00
257.00
24. Phillips/Philips
FL
268.00
25. Ling/Norma
WA
26. Heberer/Bevelogna CA
274.00
27. Slater/Gowdey
GA
275.00
28. Crocker/Tressie
CA
283.00
29. Wiegmanmiegman CA
300.00
30. Boone/Boone
FL
315.00
31. Gantsweg/Mohill CA
320.00
334.00
32. Trevey/Furdon
CA
33. Isco/Greenwald
IL
359.00
34. Parks/Parks
CA
364.00
35. Patterson/Patterson NJ
381.00
393.00
36. Skidmore/Margets CA
37. Breed/Zukerman OR
405.00
38. Eckhardt/Yer
NM
436.00
HOBIE SX-18
SKIPPER/CREW
ST POINTS
1. Probst/Stamos
CA
13.25
2. Montague• ully
CA
16.75
3. Courter/Coulter
WA
41.00
CA
43.00
4. SmitIVWoods
5. Harr/McCoy
CA
44.00
6. Gertz/Gertz
OR
58.00
HOBIE 21
SKIPPER/CREW
ST POINTS
1. Lundberg/Smith
CA
10.50
2. Guthrie,Watkins
CO
22.00
3. Neiman/Thomsen M
31.75
4. Douglas/Hametmann NV
48.00
HOBIE WOMEN'S WORLDS
CORONADO, CA
SEPTEMBER 25·28,1991
HOBIE 18
SK1PPER/CREW
ST POINTS
1. Skidmore/Margetts CA
14.00
18.25
2. GiraNandehey
CA
3. Bliss/Wells-White OH
21.50
4. Lalonde/Cramer
CAN
34.75
5. Bowen/McLeod
CA
53.00
6. Ferguson/Selden MA
61.00
7. Palmer/Undley
AZ
61.00
8. Schaefer/Schaefer OH
66.00
75.00
10: • • • Ck• e
•1
80.00
11. Maybeno/Smith
CA
83.00
88.00
12. Guenther-Smith/Kirk CA
HOBIE 16
SKIPPER/CREW
ST P01NTS
1. Nelson/Wong
CA
8.00
2. Goldberg/Farris
PR
21.75
3. Leon/Seaman
CA
27.00
4. Fuller/Summers
TX
40.00
5. Tully/Kuhre
CA
51.00
6. Stucky/Anstay
WA
55.00
7. Inventasch/Stachmus OK
62.00
8. Ketterman/Dohner CA
69.00
9. Matema/Brown
CA
72.00
10. Forgrave/Casher CA
76.00
11. Hill/Harris
CA
94.00
12. Duncan/Hodgkins CA
103.00
105.00
13. Tullymiegman
CA
126.00
14. Winkler/Saunders CA
15. Kamitschnig/Dulka VA
138.00
16. Hetzer/Brown
NV
143.00
17. Spencer/Bethell
CA
148.00
18. ChalloDeCurtis
CA
156.00
19. Hennessey/Lunt
TX
158.00
20. Cockrolt/Davis
CA
162.00
21. Brykczynski
CA
175.00
HOBIE 16
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
CORONADO CA
SEPTEMBER 29-OCTOBER 5, 1991
GOLD FLEET SERIES
SKIPPER/CREW
ST POINTS
1. Christensen/
Veneman
CA
39.75
2. Seaman/Wintemitz CA
49.50
3. Matema/Brown
CA
55.75
4. Ketterman/Kettelman CA
59.00
5. J. Aler/Ward
CA
63.00
6. H. Alter Jr./Davis CA
72.00
7. Petron/Petron
CA
81.00
8. Hauser/Berg
CA
92.00
9. Hess/Hess
CA
103.75
10. Myter/Debeavery CA
107.00
11. Egusa/Nunes
CA
107.50
12. Froeb/Nackel
CA
109.00
13. Jande*Janders WA
111.00
14. Poteat/Poteat
NC
111.75
15. Tobie/McDonald
CA
121.00
16. Tyler/Tyler
CA
121.75
17. Porter/James
NV
128.50
18. Come/Stamborsky WA
134.00
19. VanDerKIugt/
Vandehey
BRA
138.00
20. Ayscue/Jarrett
NC
142.00
21. Christensed
Youngerman
CA
143.00
22. Forgrave/Wong
CA
144.00
23. Winklerminkler
CA
164.00

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
3• :
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Silva/Femandez
PA
166.
Harper/Garrison
CO
166.
De Jesus/Massa BRA
167.
Rodal/Duncan
CA
168.
Nelson/Farris
WA
172.
Montague/Kuhre CA
174.
De Jesus/De Jesus BRA 183.·
184.
Bass/Margetts
OK
197.
Glanden/Edwards DE
200.·
Megl• • • Senl• ue• h C• N
206.
Rourke/Riede!
TX
212.
Thomas/Harris
••
215.
Skene/Skene
217.
Whittington/Williams TX
220.
McVeigh/Ludwig
NJ
223.
Casher/Casher
•
223.
Shaw/Welch
230.
Simpsonmineland CO
235.
Saneman/Stachmus OK
240.
Acuna/Speegle
CA
241.
DeLave/Seaman CA
243.
MortorVMorton
NC
250.
Newsome/Williams CA
256.
Gantsweg/
26400
McPherson
CA
SILVER FLEET SERIES
SKIPPEA/CREW
ST POINTS
1. Diamond/Diamond OH
101.5
2. Baker/Baker
WA
109.2
3. Bounds/Bounds
MI
114.7
4. Bach/Brown
TX
133.0
5. Jung/Summers
CAN
133.0
6. Hardy/Smith
TX
142.0
7.8. White/Tuckett
CO
142.0
Sajdak/Thomas
•
146.0
9. Stucky/Fields
160.0
10.
Ackerman/Ackennan
MD
165.0
11. Martinez/Gonzalez •
174.0
12. Jery/Roth
179.0
13. Peter/Dias
BRA 193.0
14. Burling/Lehman
CA
206.0
15. Corell/Hudman
CA
208.0
16. Englehardt'Risher CA
210.0
17. Ziolkowski/Ziolkowski CA
215.0
18. Mohill/Mohill
CA
229.0
19. Duane/Glaze
CA
250.0
20. Zimmerman/
257.00
Zimmerman
AZ
21. Winter/Winter
CA
267.00
22. Klein/B,ykcynski
CA
271.00
23. Wells/Bums
CA
277.00
25: F• Jgl=on
442 280.00
281.00
26. Brown/George
CA
283.00
27. Bjemngf/Dakroob CA
292.00
297.00
28. Stitt/Christensen
CA
29. Dolan/Dolan
AZ
306.00
30. Glaze/Schulenberg CA
310.00
31. Shearer/Shearer
322.00
32. Avant/McGinnes
345.00
33. Peters/Kirk
349.00
34. Ferrell/Ferrell
TX
357.00
HOBIE SINGLEHANDED
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
TEXOMA, TX
OCTOBER 20·26,1991
HOBIE 17
GOLD FLEET SERIES
SKIPPER/CREW
ST POINTS
1. Jeff Alter
26.00
80
2. Phil Collins
42.00
3. Samuel Brito
BRA
46.00
51.75
4. Wayne Mooneyham CA
5. Dan Kulkoski
NJ
66.75
92.00
105.00
%
g
8. W==
Hobie Alter Jr.
CA
124.75
137.00
9. Steve Leo
CA
10. Brian Lambert
FL
143.00
11. Doug Johnson
CA
158.00
12. Chuck Brown
CA
164.00
13. Dexter Ploss
TX
173.00
14. Dennis McCredie TX
173.00
15. Peter Pattillo
TX
179.00
16. Matt Bounds
•N
180.00
17. Paul Garlick
183.00
18. Boyd Bass
OK
191.00
19. Kevin Smith
FL
193.00
20. Roger Jenkins
CA
209.75
21. Cart Nunes
CA
211.00
22. Byron Kurt
CA
214.00
23. John Bauldry
CA
225.00
24. Chuck Dotson
CA
228.00
25. Drew Riddle
TX
239.00
26. Michael Gmet
VT
241.00
27. Kkby Crowe
OK
244.00
28. Bruce Fields
CA
260.00
29. Jim Humphrey
TX
266.00
30. David Koons
TX
287.00
HOMER
SILVER FLEET SERIES
SKIPPER
ST POINTS
1. Valdeno Filho
BRA
6.50
2. Jane Sherrod
TX
10.00
3. Steve Knatka
TX
11.75
4. Richard Blount
CA
12.75
5. Mike Americh
17.00
6. Robert Keeler
f:
19.00
7. Bryan Frahm
20.00
8. Tom Loeffetholz
am
20.00
9. Phil Trotter
22.00
OK
23.00
10. John Curtis
OK
11. Stephen Acquart TX
25.00
12. Jon Tiger
26.00
g
13. Thomas Tyler
30.00
14. Bruce Briggs
IL
33.00

E

15. Kathryn Garlick
16. Royce LaVeme
17. Mac Gleeson
18. Al Leonard
19. Kaysie
20. Tim German
21. Stefan Vann
22. David Baumgartner
HOBIE 14
SKIPPER
1. Valdeno Filho
2. Hobie Alter Jr.
3. Samuel Brito
4. Phil Trotter
5. Richard BIount
6. Boyd Bass
7. Bruce Fields
8. Mark Saneman
9. Nancy Bateman
10. Sheila Holmes
11. Maftin Brown
12. Lyman White
13. Judy Fulter
14. Chuck Watson
15. Roger Jenkins
16. Thomas Tyler
17. Michelle Stacy
18. Val DeKreek
19. Robert Bridgman
20. Pete PattIllo
21. Barry Williamson
22. Ota Riha
23. Hope Green
24. Paul Beddow
25. Rob Wyatt
26. M. Carole Arrick
27. Steve Chaples
HOBIE 14T
SKIPPER
1. Val DeKreek
2. Robert Bridgman

CAN
IX
TX
CA
CA
CA
TX
CA

34.00
36.00
40.00
49.00
54.00
55.00
66.00
66.00

ST POINTS
BRA
7.75
CA
22.75
BRA
42.75
OK
44.00
CA
45.00
OK
47.00
CA
57.00
OK
64.00
TX
66.00
TX
68.00
OK
78.00
CO
78.00
TX
80.00
MN
91.00
CA
92.00
M0
96.00
TX
108.00
FL
110.00
KS
114.00
TX
115.00
OK
127.00
OK
135.00
M0
136.75
KS
139.00
OK
155.00
FL
172.00
TX
186.00
ST
FL
KS

POINTS
9.50
20.75

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Michelle Leonard
Paul Beddow
Kenny Mcintosh
Hope Green
Kevin Germonprez
Mike Lawrence
Watty Schuetta
Chuck Watson
M. Carole Arrick

CA
KS
OK
MO
KS
TX
WI
MN
FL

33.75
36.00
38.00
41.75
42.00
55.00
62.00
77.00
86.00

INTERNATIONAL
HOBIE 16
TRAPSEAT INTERNATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP
WHISKEYTOWN LAKE, CA
SEPTEMBER 3-7,1991
FINAL RESULTS
SKIPPER/CREW
CNTRY
1. Strahle/Strahle
USA
2. Erickson/Cannan USA
3. Hawkinsfrownley USA
4. Bohl/Lattin
USA
5. Mauer/Lackey
CAN
6. O'Conner/Duckworth AUS
QUALIFYING ROUND:
SKIPPER/CREW
CNTRY
1. Bohl/Lattin
USA
2. Strahle/Strahle
USA
3. Erickson/Cannan USA
4. Hawkins/Townley USA
5. Mauer/Lackey
CAN
6. O'Conner/Duckworth AUS
7. Jacobs/Strahle
USA
8. Bidwell/Strahle ---- USA

PTS
6.25
7.50
9.00
10.00
11.00
11.75
PTS
5.50
5.50
7.25
8.25
9.25
11.25
12.25
16.00
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RACINGRECUTS-

Class Legal andHobie
Hot. Used

by many of the

top sailors.
P.S. We cut your

competition !

filili

Mainsail Racing Recut with
Teflon Boltrope....... $115 1
Jib Reshape Seams.......$95•
Pie Shape Tell-Tale
Window.....................$20
Vision Windows
Mainsail.................... $30
Jib.............................$25

..... SKIP ELLIOTT SAILMAKERS
870 Production Place
1
Newport Beach, CA 92664
714-645-6697
All shipments via U.P.S.freight collect C.O.D.
•
Prices subject to changd with6ut notice
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HOBIE 18 NATIONALS

-

LAKE SAKAKAWEA STATE PARK, N.D.
JULY 27 - AUGUST 1,1992

.

Sail

:-:976....Kbi
........
..' l.,-71.,31

with

f//A

.--·

US...
$188.

•

-

t//

Sakakawea - the nation's largest man-made reservoir.
The host site - Lake Sakakawea State Park - is home to the North American Regatta,
set for July 24 26, 1992. Come early and test the winds in this regional qualifying event.
Attractions:
Free camping and all meals. Great
042 fishing. Gateway
042
to the Wild West.
Accommodations: Race headquarters is at Lake Sakakawea State Park, near Pick
City, ND.
Free primitive camping (no hookups) at race site for participants. Electrical and water
hookups are available for $9/nite.
RenM-Camp: A limited number of campsites equipped with a tent, cots, foam pads
and coolers can be rented for $15/nite ($25 damage deposit). Reservations required.
RV Rentat Travel trailers or motor homes may be rented if reserved In advance.
Motelaccommodations available at Pick City, Riverdale or Hazen.
Races: All racing will be BYOB (bring your own boat). Alimited number of rental boats
will be available by reservation only.
Monday: Qualifying and welcome patty, Those not qualifying on Monday will contirtue to race Tuesday through Thursday in the Bronze Fleet.
Tuesday through Thursday.· Championship Series
Thursday: Cut Party. Championship Fleet will be divided into Silver and Gold fleets,
both racing on Friday and Saturday.
Friday-Saturday: Championship Finals
Saturday. Awards Dinner
Registration and Fees: All sailors, whether pre-qualified or not, must pre-register
and pay their entry fee by June 27, 1992, to avoid a late fee. No personal checks will be
accepted at the race site. Cost $200. After June 27-$250. U.S. funds only, payable to
North American Regatta Commission. Registration fee includes park entrance, meals for
skipper and crew, and primitive camping at race site.
Sponsors: North American Coal Corporation, Stroh's Beer, Hoble Fleet 532, North
Dakota Patks and Tourism Depattment.
Information: Call 1-800-437-2077 for a registration packet.
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042Windsurfing
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Sheraton
Key Largo Resort
*piper. dbl. occ.based on
availability indu(les
accommodations,
sailboat and taxes from
April 1,1991 to Dec. 25,1991.
$425/dWe. Dec. 26,1990 to
March 31,1991.

4 1
.,;•

-* conveniently located on this
•
1 strong stainless steel pivoting v
block with ball bearing sheave
and · Cam-Matic cleat. The 140
with aluminum cam is ideal
qi. for halyards and hi-load
r controls. The 141 with plastic
51 cam is perfect for lightly
1.\ loaded control lines such as
the downhaul or cunningham.
13
.1,
Make your Hoble hotter
with Harken.

/•

.*--I

Private
042
Sandy Beach
042Two
pools 042
Jacuzzi
042Three
Restaurants
042Tennis
Courts
042Waverunners
Parasailing
042

Quick Cleating

-1421
1 i.
/i
1

·

: 441

\1 Harken exit blocks fit Hobies
64*2," • of all sizes. Downhauls, cun
ninghams and halyards are -

3 day/2 night
Bed and Boat
Vacation Package
in the Florida Keys
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1 1251 E Wisconsin Ave; Pewaukee, WI 53072; Telephone: 414-691-3320
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